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4 #TheRavens N@daniellempaige N@kassmorganbooks  

 January 2021  Young Adult Contemporary Fantasy

 A dark contemporary fantasy from two 
New York Times bestselling authors.

 THE RAVENS THE RAVENS
  Danielle Paige & Kass Morgan

 9781529363821 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529363845 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529363852 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529363838 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Translation Rights:  
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Serial Rights:  
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Authors live in New Jersey 
and New York, USA.

 Danielle Paige is the bestselling author of the Dorothy Must Die series, and Stealing Snow. She 
works in the television industry, where she received a Writers Guild of America Award. Kass Morgan 
is the bestselling author of The 100, which was the inspiration for the hit CW show of the same name, 
and Light Years. She is an editor of middle grade and young adult fiction.

 The sisters of Kappa Rho Nu – the Ravens – aren’t just sorority girls. They’re witches. 
Scarlett is determined to be the sorority’s president. But if a secret from her past 
comes to light, she could lose everything. When Vivi she gets a bid to pledge the 
Ravens, she vows to do whatever it takes. The only thing in her way is Scarlett, who 
doesn’t think Vivi is Ravens material. But when a dark power rises on campus, the 
girls must set their rivalry aside. Someone has discovered the Ravens’ secret. And 
they’ll do anything to see these witches burn.

 



5#AlchemyAndRose N@SarahMaineBooks P@sarahmainebooks sarahmainebooks.com 

 January 2021  Historical Fiction . Historical Adventure . Historical Romance 

 A beautiful and sweeping novel that 
spans New Zealand, Scotland and 
Melbourne in the 1870s.

ALCHEMY AND ROSEALCHEMY AND ROSE
  Sarah Maine

 9781529384987 • £20.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529385007 • £20.99

Audio download:  
9781529385014 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529384994 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
WOMEN OF THE DUNES

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Jenny Brown Associates

Translation Rights:  
Jenny Brown Associates

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in York, Yorkshire, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sarah Maine was born in England but grew up partly in Canada before returning to England 
for university. She studied archaeology and for many years worked in the profession but is now a 
freelance writer and researcher. Alchemy and Rose, her fourth novel, will be published in 2021.

 1866. Will Stewart is one of many who have left their old lives behind to seek their 
fortunes in New Zealand’s last great gold rush. Rose is about to arrive on the shores of 
South Island when a storm hits. She is snatched from the jaws of death by Will. But after 
a terrible misunderstanding the pair are cruelly separated. As Will chases Rose across 
oceans and continents, he must come to terms with the possibility that he might never 
see her again. And if he does, he will have to face the man who took her. . . 

 



6 #TheGreatEscape N@jo_nell_writer P@joanna_nell_writer joannanell.com 

 January 2021  General Humorous Fiction . Adult & Contemporary Romance

 From the author of the bestselling 
The Single Ladies Of Jacaranda 
Retirement Village.

 THE GREAT ESCAPE  THE GREAT ESCAPE 
FROM WOODLANDS FROM WOODLANDS 
NURSING HOMENURSING HOME
  Joanna Nell

 9781529349337 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529349290 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529349306 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529349313 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE LAST VOYAGE 
OF MRS HENRY PARKER

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact:  Niamh Anderson 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley 

Author lives in  New South Wales, 
Australia. Auther is available 
for:  interview, features, festival 
appearances, local events.

Joanna Nell was born in the Midlands and graduated from Oxford University with a medical degree 
in 1991. In 2003 she moved to Australia, where she now works as a GP with a passion for women’s 
health and care of the elderly. Joanna writes character-driven stories of self-discovery, creating 
young-at-heart characters who break the rules and defy society’s expectations. She lives on Sydney’s 
Northern Beaches with her husband and two children.

 When a fall lands 90-year-old Hattie in a nursing home she immediately dreams 
of escape. Fellow ‘inmate’, would-be comedian Walter Clements, also plans on 
returning home as soon as he is fit. When Hattie and Walter meet, they seem at 
odds. But when their favourite nurse is dismissed over her unconventional approach 
to aged care, they must join forces – and very slowly, an unlikely, unexpected 
friendship begins to grow. Full of wisdom and warmth, The Great Escape from 
Woodlands Nursing Home is a gorgeously poignant, hilarious story showing that it is 
never too late to laugh – or to love.

 



7#TheWitchlingsGirl N@Helena_Coggan helenacoggan.com 

 January 2021  Young Adult Fantasy . Fantasy & Magical Realism . Dystopian

'A fantastically good book'  
Claire North

THE WITCHLING’S GIRLTHE WITCHLING’S GIRL
  Helena Coggan

 9781473629424 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781473629448 • £20.00

 Most recent title:  
THE ORPHANAGE OF GODS

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley  
Author lives in  Cambridge, UK . Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Helena Coggan is a writer from London. Her debut novel, The Catalyst, was published when she 
was 15 years old, and was named as one of 2015’s debuts of the year by the Guardian and Amazon 
and featured by BBC Breakfast and NBC’s Today. She is currently a student of physics at the 
University of Cambridge. The Witchling’s Girl is her fourth novel.

 The witchling must spend her life alone, tending to the sick and carrying the dead 
down dark tunnels to the underworld. Haley was born with the gift of death-magic, 
and at the age of seven her mother abandons her to the witchling to be raised as her 
successor in the House of the Dead. But as Haley grows older and learns her craft 
she finds it harder and harder to keep her vows and be the perfect and impassive 
healer. But if she can’t, it will be her downfall – and that of everyone she’s not 
supposed to love . . . 

 



8  

 January 2021 Historical . World War II . War & Military

 Double agent Marcas sets out in 
search of the Romanov treasure.

 HELLBOUND HELLBOUND
 Black Sun Series, Book 3

 Giacometti & Ravenne

 9781529300338 • £9.99 
B format Paperback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529300345 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781529305357 • £19.99

Most recent title: GOOD & EVIL

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: JC Lattès

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Selin Turhangil

Advance reading copies available via 
Netgalley

Authors live in Paris, France. Authors 
are available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 A former journalist, Eric Giacometti spent several years uncovering some of France’s biggest 
medical scandals. He also spent the end of the 1990s investigating Freemasonry, a subject he then 
explored in fiction with his writing partner, Jacques Ravenne. Together, they form a highly successful 
author duo and have written more than 15 books together, including the several-million-copy 
bestselling Antoine Marcas series.

 July 1942. Never has the outcome of the war been more uncertain. Britain might have 
ruled out any risk of invasion, but Stalin's Russia is bowing under the blows of Hitler's 
armies. The Nazis unleash an occult war in an attempt to tip the scales: whoever 
reunites the four sacred Swastikas will win. Double agent Tristan Marcas sets out in 
search of the Romanov treasure, which is said to harbour the final relic. He's got no 
time to lose: the battle is about to come to a head . . .

 



9#RescueMe N@sarramanning M sarramanningbooks P@sarra_manning  

 January 2021  Adult & Contemporary Romance . Dogs as Pets 

 Even when you’ve given up on love,  
it will still rescue you . . . 

 RESCUE ME RESCUE ME
  Sarra Manning

 9781529336542 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529336566 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529336573 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529336559 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, ex Can

US Rights: AM Heath & Co

Translation Rights:  
AM Heath & Co

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N1, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sarra Manning has been a voracious reader for over 40 years and a prolific author and journalist 
for 25. Her 7 novels, which have been translated into 15 different languages, include Unsticky, You 
Don’t Have To Say You Love Me and The House Of Secrets. Sarra has also written over 15 YA novels, 
and light-hearted romantic comedies under a pseudonym. She lives in London surrounded by piles of 
books.

Margot doesn’t have time for love. Will is afraid to love. And neither of them are 
expecting to fall in love with Blossom: a gentle Staffy with a tragic past and a belly 
made for rubbing. After they meet at the rescue centre, both Margot and Will want to 
adopt Blossom so reluctantly agree to share custody. But Will’s obsession with micro-
managing and Margot’s need to smother Blossom with affection means that soon 
they have a very confused dog on their hands. Can they put their differences aside to 
become successful ‘co-pawrents’ – and maybe even friends? And meanwhile, does 
Blossom have plans of her own?

 



10 #SecretsOfTheLavenderGirls N@katethompson380 M KateThompsonAuthor  

 January 2021  Sagas . Historical Fiction . Adult & Contemporary Romance 

 The second novel in Kate 
Thompson’s Homefront Girls series, 
set in wartime Stratford.

SECRETS OF THE SECRETS OF THE 
LAVENDER GIRLSLAVENDER GIRLS
  Kate Thompson

 9781473698147 • £6.99 
B format Paperback • 448pp

eBook: 9781473698154 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781473698161 • £19.99

Most recent title: SECRETS OF THE 
HOMEFRONT GIRLS

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Northbank Talent 
Management Ltd

Translation Rights: Northbank Talent 
Management Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Surrey, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Kate Thompson is an award-winning journalist, ghostwriter and novelist who has spent the past 
two decades in the UK mass market and book publishing industry. Over the past nine years Kate has 
written ten fiction and non-fiction titles, three of which have made the Sunday Times top ten bestseller 
list. Secrets of the Lavender Girls is her eleventh book.

 Stratford, 1943. World War Two is still raging across Europe. But for the Lavender 
Girls, the workers at the Yardley cosmetics factory in east London, there are even 
more challenges on the home front. Esther, newly married, is learning to juggle life 
as a working woman with her duties as a wife and homemaker. For bubbly Lou, a 
forbidden love forces her to choose between family loyalty and a chance at true 
happiness. Can she be brave enough to forge her own path? One thing is certain: the 
Lavender Girls need one another more than ever if they are going to survive . . . 

 



11#TheDressmakerofParis N@GeorgiaKaufman 

 January 2021  20th Century Romance . World War II . Fashion

 ‘Involving, immersive and 
unputdownable’ – bestselling 
author Jill Mansell.

 THE DRESSMAKER   THE DRESSMAKER  
OF PARISOF PARIS
  Georgia Kaufmann

 9781529336023 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529322880 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529322897 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529322866 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Broo Doherty, DHH Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt 

 Advance book proofs available on request.

Author lives in London, NW1, UK . 
Author is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Georgia Kaufmann studied Social Anthropology and Demography at Cambridge, LSE and Oxford. 
She currently lives within cycling distance of central London with her husband, two daughters and a 
cat. The Dressmaker of Paris is her debut novel.

 Rosa Kusstatscher has built a fashion empire upon her ability to find the perfect outfit 
for any occasion. But tonight, as she prepares for the most important meeting of her 
life, her usual certainty eludes her. What brought her to this moment? As she struggles 
to prepare herself, Rosa begins to tell her incredible story. That of a girl from a village 
in the mountains of Italy. Of Nazi occupation and fleeing in the night. Of heartbreak 
in Switzerland; glamour in Paris. Of ambition in Rio de Janeiro; self-discovery in New 
York. A life spent running, she sees now. But she will run no longer.

 



12 #ThisGoldenFlame N@avictoriantale  

 February 2021  Young Adult Fantasy

 An epic young adult adventure full of 
magic and rebellion.

 THIS GOLDEN FLAME THIS GOLDEN FLAME
  Emily Victoria

 9781529363739 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781529363753 • £10.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529363746 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: HarperCollins US

Translation Rights: HarperCollins US

Serial Rights: HarperCollins US

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Canada.

 Emily Victoria is a Canadian prairie girl who writes young adult science fiction and fantasy. When 
not word-smithing, she likes walking her over-excitable dog, drinking far too much tea, and crocheting 
things she no longer has the space to store.

 Orphaned and forced to serve her country’s ruling group of scribes, Karis wants 
nothing more than to find her brother, long ago shipped away. Then she does 
the seemingly impossible: she awakens a hidden automaton. Intelligent, with a 
conscience, Alix has no idea why he was made. Or why his father – their nation’s 
greatest traitor – once tried to destroy the automatons. Suddenly, the Scriptorium 
isn’t just trying to control Karis; it’s hunting her. Together with Alix, Karis must find her 
brother. . . and the secret that’s held her country in its power for centuries.

 



13#OfPrincesAndPromises N@smenonbooks P@sandhyamenonbooks sandhyamenon.com 

 Februry 2021  Young Adult . Romance . Magical Realism 

 The second book in the St Rosetta’s 
Academy series by international 
bestseller Sandhya Menon. 

OF PRINCES AND OF PRINCES AND 
PROMISESPROMISES
  Sandhya Menon

 9781529325348 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529325331 • £7.99

 Most recent title:  
OF CURSES AND KISSES

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Simon Pulse

Translation Rights: Sandra Dijkstra

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Monument, 
Colorado, USA. Author is available 
for: interview, features.

 Sandhya Menon is the New York Times bestselling author of several novels with lots of kissing, 
girl power and swoony boys – two of of which have won the Colorado Book Award. A full-time dog 
servant, Sandhya makes her home in the foggy mountains of Colorado. With a glass of wine at her 
elbow, she also pens adult romances under the name Lily Menon. 

 Caterina LaValle is determined to show she’s still the queen of St. Rosetta’s Academy. 
Sure, her crown may be slightly askew after what Alaric did to her last semester, but 
she’s confident that she’ll find a way to save face. But when Caterina finds herself 
caught up in a fake-dating scheme with socially inept Rahul Chopra, her plans find 
themselves in disarray as their fauxmance starts to feel all too real . . . 

 

© Timothy Falls



14 #LastOneAtTheParty N@Beth_Clift  

 February 2021  Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945) . Science Fiction . Humour 

 The end of everything was  
her beginning.

 LAST ONE AT   LAST ONE AT  
THE PARTYTHE PARTY
  Bethany Clift

 9781529332124 • £12.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529332148 • £12.99

Audio download:  
9781529332155 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529332131 • £12.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Jonathan Clowes Ltd

Translation Rights:  
Jonathan Clowes Ltd

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Milton Keynes, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Bethany Clift is a graduate of the Northern Film School and has had projects in development with 
Eon and Film 4, as well as being a director of her own production company. Last One At The Party is 
her debut novel.

 November 2023. The human race has been wiped out by a deadly virus. It’s the 
end of the world as we know it. Yet someone is still alive. Alone in a new world of 
burning cities, rotting corpses and ravenous rats, one woman has survived. A woman 
who has spent her whole life compromising what she wants to meet other people’s 
expectations. From her career to her relationships, to what she wears and where she 
lives, she’s made a lifetime of decisions to fit what other people want her to be. But 
with no one else left, who will she become now that she’s completely alone?

 



15#TheInsomniacSociety  

 February 2021  Friendship 

 Five strangers. Hundreds of 
sleepless nights.

 THE INSOMNIAC  THE INSOMNIAC 
SOCIETYSOCIETY
  Gabrielle Levy
Translated by: Maren Baudet

 9781529327137 • £17.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529327151 • £17.99

Audio download:  
9781529327557 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529327144 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: J C Lattes

Translation Rights:  
J C Lattes

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Paris, France.

 Gabrielle Levy was born in Brussels in 1978. A confirmed insomniac herself, she now lives between 
Paris and the countryside. The Insomniacs Society is her debut novel.

 Claire, Jacques, Michele, Lena and Hervé: five strangers whose lives couldn’t be 
more different except one thing they all have in common: none of them can sleep. As 
meetings led by sleep specialist Marie-Hélène draw them together, confessions are 
made, and unlikely friendships are formed. When a shocking tragedy brings them 
even closer, can they help each other get out of their ruts, and finally get a good 
night’s sleep?

 



16 #TheDownstairsNeighbour N@HelenCooper85  

 February 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

 How well do you really know your 
neighbours?

 THE DOWNSTAIRS  THE DOWNSTAIRS 
NEIGHBOURNEIGHBOUR
  Helen Cooper

 9781529330014 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 384pp

eBook: 9781529329995 • £16.99 

Audio download:  
9781529329971 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529329988 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, ex Can

US Rights: G.P. Putnam’s Sons

Translation Rights:  
Janklow & Nesbit Associates 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Leicester, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Helen Cooper is from Derby. She has taught English and Academic Writing in both Further and 
Higher Education and was Head of Learning Enhancement at the University of Birmingham. She 
has an MA in Creative Writing from Nottingham Trent University and has been published in Writers’ 
Forum, Mslexia, the Bath Short Story Prize Anthology (2014) and the Leicester Writes Short Story Prize 
Anthology (2018). The Downstairs Neighbour is her debut novel.

 Paul and Steph’s life in south London couldn’t be happier. A nice flat, great jobs, 
successful marriage and a teenage daughter, Freya, they adore. But when Freya 
suddenly vanishes, Paul and Steph have to accept that their life might not have been 
as perfect as it seemed. For them, their downstairs neighbour Emma and local driving 
instructor Chris who lives next door, Freya’s disappearance throws their own lives into 
sharp focus as devastating mistakes and long-held secrets are picked apart. How 
well can you ever really know those closest to you?

 



17#APlaceLikeHome  

 February 2021  Adult & Contemporary Romance

 A spellbinding story collection from 
internationally bestselling author 
Rosamunde Pilcher, published 
posthumously two years after her death.

 A PLACE LIKE HOME A PLACE LIKE HOME
  Rosamunde Pilcher

 9781529350340 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781529350357 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529350364 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529350333 • £16.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, ex Can

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
Felicity Bryan Associates

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance book proofs available on request

 Rosamunde Pilcher had a long and distinguished career as a novelist and short story writer, but it 
was her phenomenally successful novel, The Shell Seekers, that captured the hearts of all who read 
it, and won her international recognition as one of the best-loved storytellers of our time. Rosamunde 
Pilcher died on 6 February 2019.

 In ‘The Holiday’, a wife surprises her husband with a holiday full of Mediterranean 
sunshine, red rocks and blue seas in an effort to rekindle the romance they had 
before children. In ‘A Place Like Home’, a lonely young woman recuperates in the 
Scottish countryside after a brief illness. The fruit orchards and fresh sea air offer 
much-needed respite, but not as much as the handsome, mysterious farmer. . .
Each of the 15 stories is a perfect slice of romance written with warmth and passion, 
featuring wonderfully memorable, smart and feisty female characters, that will 
transport the reader to another time and place.

 



18 #TheDivines N@ellie_m_eaton P@ellie.m.eaton ellieeaton.com 

 February 2021  Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

 Can you ever really escape  
your past?

 THE DIVINES THE DIVINES
  Ellie Eaton

 9781529340129 • £17.99 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529340143 • £17.99

Audio download:  
9781529340167 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529340136 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: William Morrow

Translation Rights:  
David Higham Associates Limited

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Ellie Eaton is a freelance writer, whose work has appeared in the Guardian, the Observer Food 
Monthly, Jamie Oliver Magazine and Time Out. A graduate of the University of London’s Creative 
Writing MFA, she was a writer-in-residence at an all-male prison in the UK and is a recipient of a 
Kerouac Fellowship. Born and raised in England, she now lives in Los Angeles with her family.

 Josephine and her friends at St John the Divine, an elite English all-girls boarding 
school, are notorious for flipping their hair, chain-smoking cigarettes, harassing 
teachers, and chasing boys. They are fiercely loyal, sharp-tongued, and cruel in the way 
that only teenage girls can be. Fifteen years later, Josephine is in her thirties. She hasn’t 
spoken to another Divine since the day the school shuttered its doors in disgrace. But 
now she finds herself drawn back to her old stomping ground, provoking recollections 
of those doomed final weeks. But the more she recalls, the further her life unravels – 
threatening to derail not just her marriage and career, but her entire sense of self.

 



19#TheEchoWife N@gaileyfrey P@gaileyfrey sarahgailey.com 

 February 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Crime & Mystery . Romance 

 

 THE ECHO WIFE THE ECHO WIFE
  Sarah Gailey

 9781529354492 • £17.99 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529354522 • £17.99

Audio download:  
9781529354539 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529354508 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
St. Martin’s Press

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA.

 Bestselling author Sarah Gailey is an internationally published writer of fiction and non-fiction. Their 
non-fiction has been published by Mashable and the Boston Globe, and they won a Hugo Award for 
Best Fan Writer. Their most recent fiction credits include Vice and The Atlantic. Their debut novella, 
River of Teeth, was a 2018 finalist for both the Hugo and Nebula Awards. Their adult debut, Magic for 
Liars, was published in 2019.

 It was meant to be an evening to honour and celebrate Evelyn Caldwell’s award-
winning, career-making scientific research – but Evelyn has things on her mind. 
Things like Nathan, her husband, who has left her for a younger, better, newer 
woman. A woman who is now pregnant – but shouldn’t be – and is strikingly familiar. 
Too familiar to be a coincidence. A woman who shouldn’t exist. The Echo Wife is a 
propulsive new novel from an international rising star about identity, murder, and the 
choices society forces women to make.

 



20 #SpaceIsForEveryone  otherscribbles.com 

 February 2021  Science Fiction

 The stunning finale to Becky Chambers’ 
award-winning Wayfarers series.

 THE GALAXY, AND THE  THE GALAXY, AND THE 
GROUND WITHINGROUND WITHIN
  Becky Chambers

 9781473647664 • 16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473647657 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529358957 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473647671 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
TO BE TAUGHT, IF FORTUNATE

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: HarperCollins US

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Northern California, USA. 
Author is available for:  online events.

 Becky Chambers is a Sunday Times bestselling author based in Northern California. She is best 
known for her Hugo Award-winning Wayfarers series. Her books have also been nominated for the 
Arthur C Clarke Award, the Locus Award, and the Women’s Prize for Fiction, among others. Having 
hopped around the world, she now lives in her home state with her wife. She hopes to see Earth from 
orbit one day.

 When a technological failure halts traffic to and from the planet Gora, three strangers 
are thrown together, with nothing to do but wait. Pei is at a crossroads, torn between 
her duty to her people, and to herself. Roveg is an exiled artist, with an urgent, and 
longed for, family appointment to keep. Speaker has never been far from her twin but 
now must endure the unendurable: separation. Under the care of an enterprising alien 
and her occasionally helpful child, the trio will confront where they’ve been, where 
they might go, and what they might be to one another.

 



21#LeaveItToFate N@BethCorby1  

 February 2021  Romantic Comedy . Women’s Fiction . Contemporary Romance

 Funny, romantic and 
uplifting – perfect for fans 
of Laura Jane Williams.

 LEAVE IT TO FATE LEAVE IT TO FATE
  Beth Corby

 9781529359602 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529359619 • £8.99

 Most recent title:  
WHERE THERE’S A WILL

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley 

Author lives in  Caerphilly, Wales, UK . 
Author is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Beth Corby began life in a small Welsh mining village, and pursued her interest in music through to 
a PhD. Finding academic writing constricting, she tried creative writing and fell for comedic storytelling 
at the first pen stroke. Beth relishes time writing, daydreaming, plotting and capturing those moments 
when her characters misbehave. Leave It to Fate is her second novel.

 Just as 29-year-old Ella loses her dream job, her phone rings. Her Aunt Gillian has 
had a fall and needs her help. With Gillian struggling after the recent loss of her 
partner, Mike, Ella promises herself that before she returns home, she will succeed in 
showing Gillian that life is still worth living. And she will certainly not be distracted from 
her new purpose by Joe, Mike’s disconcertingly handsome nephew. . . Has Fate have 
brought Ella and Gillian together at just the right time for them both? And do her plans 
extend to Ella’s love life, as well?

 



22 gervase-phinn.com 

 March 2021  Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945) . Sagas . Yorkshire

'[Phinn is] a worthy successor to James 
Herriot, and every bit as endearing.' – 
bestselling author Alan Titchmarsh

 A CLASS ACT A CLASS ACT
 Top of the Dale Book 3

 Gervase Phinn

 9781473650701 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781473650695 • £16.99

Most recent title:  
TALES OUT OF SCHOOL

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Luigi Bonomi, LBA

Translation Rights:  
Luigi Bonomi, LBA

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact:  Myrto Kalavrezou 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley.

Author lives in  Doncaster, South Yorkshire, 
UK. Author is available for:  interview, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Gervase Phinn is a teacher, freelance lecturer, author, poet, educational consultant and visiting 
professor of education. For 14 years he taught in a range of schools, then acted as General Adviser 
for Language Development in Rotherham before moving on to North Yorkshire, where he spent ten 
years as a school inspector – time that has provided much source material for his books. He has four 
grown-up children and four grandchildren.

Another warm, funny tale of village life from the author of the acclaimed Little Village 
School series.

 



23#ThePrisonHealer N@LynetteNoni P@lynettenoni  lynettenoni.com 

 April 2021  Young Adult Fantasy

 A thrilling YA fantasy from bestselling 
Australian author Lynette Noni. 

 THE PRISON HEALER THE PRISON HEALER
  Lynette Noni

 9781529360387 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529360394 • £14.99

  

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex ANZ, ex EU

US Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Translation Rights:  
Meyer Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Nelson Literary Agency

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Queensland, Australia. 
Author is available for:  online events.

 Australian author Lynette Noni studied journalism, academic writing and human behaviour at 
university before venturing into the world of fiction. She is now a full-time writer and author of the 
Number One bestselling young adult fantasy series, the Medoran Chronicles, along with the multi-
award-winning Whisper duology. 

 Seventeen-year-old Kiva Meridan has spent ten years working as the prison healer in 
the notorious jail, Zalindov. But when the Rebel Queen is captured, Kiva is charged 
with keeping her alive long enough to undergo the Trial by Ordeal. Aware that this will 
kill the sickly queen, Kiva volunteers in her place. If she succeeds, they will both be 
granted freedom. But no one has ever survived. With an incurable plague sweeping 
Zalindov, a mysterious new inmate fighting for Kiva’s heart, and a rebellion brewing, 
Kiva can’t escape the feeling that her trials have just begun.

 



24 #Illusionary N@zlikeinzorro P@zoraidasolo  zoraidacordova.com 

 April 2021  Young Adult Fantasy

 The most wanted rebel returns in the 
sequel to Incendiary.

 ILLUSIONARY ILLUSIONARY
  Zoraida Córdova

 9781473677623 • 16.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781473677647 • £16.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473677630 • £14.99

Most recent title: INCENDIARY

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Disney-Hyperion

Translation Rights:  
Disney-Hyperion

Serial Rights: Disney-Hyperion

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 

Author lives in New York, USA. Author 
is available for:  online events.

 Zoraida Córdova is Ecuadorian born and New York City raised. She is the award-winning author of 
the Brooklyn Brujas series and The Vicious Deep trilogy. Her short fiction has appeared in New York 
Times bestselling anthologies. When she isn’t working on her next novel, she’s planning her next 
adventure.

 Reeling from betrayal at the hands of the Whispers, Renata Convida is on the run. 
With few options, she joins forces with Prince Castian, her most infuriating and 
intriguing enemy. Their goal: find the Knife of Memory, kill King Fernando, and bring 
peace to the nation. Together, they can save everything, if only they can set aside 
their feelings for each other. But the greatest danger is within Ren – her fortress of 
stolen memories is crumbling, threatening her grip on reality. She’ll have to control her 
magics to unlock her power and protect the Moria people.

 



25#Oculta N@mayamotayne P@mayamotayne  mayamotayne.com 

 April 2021  Young Adult Fantasy

 The exhilarating sequel to the LatinX 
Sunday Times bestseller Nocturna.

 OCULTA OCULTA
  Maya Motayne

 9781473676039 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 448pp

eBook: 9781473676060 • £16.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473676046 • £9.99

Most recent title: NOCTURNA

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: HarperCollins US

Translation Rights:  
HarperCollins US

Serial Rights: HarperCollins US

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies available via 
Netgalley

Author lives in New York USA. Author 
is available for: online events.

 Maya Motayne previously worked as an editorial assistant at Penguin Random House US and is 
passionate about bringing diverse stories to the forefront of young adult literature. Nocturna was her 
debut novel.

 After saving Castallan from an ancient evil, Alfie and Finn haven’t seen each other in 
months. Then Finn is made a Thief Lord and forced to preside over the illegal Oculta 
competition, while Alfie finally steps up to his role as heir and begins preparing for 
an International Peace Summit. Then the syndicate responsible for Alfie’s brother’s 
murder resurfaces. Their newest target: the summit. As these events converge, Finn 
and Alfie must work together to preserve Castallan’s hopes for peace. But will they be 
able to stop these sinister foes before a new war threatens their kingdom?

 



26 #TheHeiress N@MollyJGreeley mollygreeley.com 

 April 2021  Classics . LGBT . Romance

 ‘Greeley elevates Austen-inspired 
fiction onto a whole new plane.’ 
Natalie Jenner.

 THE HEIRESS THE HEIRESS
 The Revelation of Pride & Prejudice’s 
Miss Anne de Bourgh

 Molly Greeley

 9781529358025 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 364pp

eBook: 9781529358032 • £16.99

Most recent title:  
THE CLERGYMAN’S WIFE (VIKING)

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Morrow

Translation Rights: Jennifer Weltz, JWLA

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley  
Author lives in  Michigan, USA . Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Molly Greeley’s debut The Clergyman’s Wife, the story of Charlotte Lucas after the events of Pride 
and Prejudice, was published by Viking in the UK and Morrow in the US in 2020. She lives in northern 
Michigan with her husband and three children.

 As a fussy baby, Anne was prescribed laudanum and has been given opium-heavy 
syrup daily ever since on account of her continuing ill health. But she comes to see 
that what she has always been told is an affliction of nature might in fact be one of 
nurture – and one, therefore, that she can beat. In a frenzy of desperation, she throws 
away her laudanum and seeks refuge at the London home of her cousin, Colonel 
Fitzwilliam. Suddenly wide awake to the world but utterly unprepared, Anne must forge 
a new identity among those who have never seen the real her – including herself.

 

© Stuart Campbell



27#TheGoodSister N@SallyHepworth M sallyhepworthauthor P@sallyhepworth sallyhepworthauthor.com 

 April 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

 A dark, twisty psychological thriller 
about the unyielding bond between 
two sisters and a secret that will 
break them.

THE GOOD SISTERTHE GOOD SISTER
  Sally Hepworth 

 9781473697034 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473697058 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781473697041 • £19.99

Most recent title:  
THE MOTHER-IN-LAW

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
St. Martin’s Press

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Australia.

 Sally Hepworth is the bestselling author of three previous novels, and a human resource-
professional. A graduate of Monash University in Melbourne, Australia, Sally started writing novels 
after the birth of her first child. Sally has lived around the world, spending extended periods in 
Singapore, the UK and Canada, and she now writes full-time from her home in Melbourne, where she 
lives with her husband and two young children.

 Fern Castle works in her local library. She has dinner with her twin sister Rose three 
nights a week. And she avoids crowds, bright lights and loud noises as much as 
possible. Fern has a carefully structured life and disrupting her routine can be . . .
dangerous. When Rose discovers that she cannot fall pregnant, Fern sees her chance 
to pay her sister back for everything Rose has done for her. Fern can have a baby for 
Rose. She just needs to find a father. Simple . . . 

 



28 #UnbreakMyHeart N@marshisms M katiemarshauthor P@marshisms 

 April 2021  Romance . Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945) 

 A heart-warming, emotional 
and life-affirming novel about 
friendship, family and love.

 UNBREAK YOUR HEART UNBREAK YOUR HEART
  Katie Marsh

 9781473685741 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473685710 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781473685727 • £19.99

Most recent title: THE REST OF ME

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

  Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Hampshire, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Katie Marsh had a ten-year NHS career before leaving to write full-time. She lives in the countryside 
with her family, and is the author of four novels, including the 2018 World Book Night pick My 
Everything and the eBook bestseller A Life Without You. She loves strong coffee, the promise of a blank 
page and stealing her husband’s toast. She is currently writing her fifth novel.

Seven-year-old Jake's heart is failing and he doesn't want to leave his dad, Simon, 
alone. So he makes a decision: to find Simon someone to love before he goes. Beth 
is determined to forget the past. But even when she leaves New York to start afresh 
in a Lake District village, she can't shake the secrets that haunt her. Single dad Simon 
still holds a candle for the woman who left him years ago. Every day is a struggle to 
earn a living while caring for his beloved son. He has no time for finding someone 
new. But Jake is determined his plan will succeed - and what unfolds will change all 
three of them forever.

 

© Sarah Legge Phototography



29#EdwardRutherford #Chinathenovel N@ERutherfurd M ERutherfurd  edwardrutherfurd.com 

 May 2021  Sagas . Historical Fiction

 An unforgettable, sweeping tale of 
nineteenth-century China.

 CHINA CHINA
From the New York Times 
Bestselling Author

 Edward Rutherfurd

 9781444787832 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 816pp

eBook: 9781444787818 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781444787795 • £30.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781444787825 • £14.99

Most recent title: PARIS

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Doubleday

Translation Rights:  
Rogers, Coleridge & White Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Connecticut, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Edward Rutherfurd was born in Salisbury, England. Educated at the universities of Cambridge, 
and Stanford, California, he worked in political research, bookselling and publishing. After numerous 
attempts to write books and plays, he finally abandoned his career in the book trade in 1983, 
and began to write Sarum. Four years later, when the book was published, it became an instant 
international bestseller. Since then he has written seven more bestsellers.

The internationally bestselling author portrays the great clash of East and West in his 
new epic. China in the Nineteenth Century: a proud and ancient empire forbidden 
to foreigners. The West desires Chinese tea above all things, adventurers resort to 
smuggling opium in exchange. The Opium Wars begin. From Hong Kong to Beijing 
to the Great Wall, from the exotic wonders of the Summer Palace and the Forbidden 
City, the dramatic struggle rages across the Celestial Kingdom into the next century. 
This is the story of the Chinese people, high and low, and the Westerners who came 
to exploit the riches of their ancient land and culture.

 



30 #PostOfficeGirls N@Kirsten_Hesketh kirstenhesketh.com 

 May 2021  Sagas . Romance . World War I

 The first in a lively, uplifting new 
World War One saga series.

 THE POST OFFICE GIRLS THE POST OFFICE GIRLS
 The Post Office Girls Book 1

 Poppy Cooper

 9781529310269 • £6.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529310276 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781529310283 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan 

 Advance reading copies via Netgalley  
Author lives in  Henley on Thames, 
Oxfordshire , UK. Author is available 
for:  interview, features, festival 
appearances, local events.

 Poppy Cooper is the pen-name of author Kirsten Hesketh. She was born in London but spent much 
of her childhood in Kuala Lumpur. Since being back in the UK she has lived in Henley on Thames. Her 
debut novel, Another Us (Canelo), was published in 2020.

1915. Beth and her new friends Nora and Milly come from very different backgrounds, 
but they've got one thing in common: they've joined the post office to do their bit 
for Britain's war effort. It's a steep learning curve for shop girl Beth, but soon she is 
thriving in her new role, making new friends and perhaps even finding love. But when 
a fire rages through the Home Depot, the largest wooden structure in the world, Beth 
must make an impossible decision that could change her life for ever.

 



31#TheSecretBridesmaid N@KatyBirchall P@katybirchallauthor katybirchallauthor.com 

 May 2021 Adult & Contemporary Romance . Weddings

 Sophie Breeze is a brilliant bridesmaid. 
So brilliant, in fact, that she’s made it her 
full-time job.

 THE SECRET  THE SECRET 
BRIDESMAIDBRIDESMAID
  Katy Birchall 

 9781529340877 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529340884 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529340891 • £19.99

 

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
Bell Lomax Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Katy Birchall is the author of several young adult novels including The It Girl series, the Hotel Royale 
series and Morgan Charmley: Teen Witch. She is the co-author of the middle grade Lightning Girl 
series and Star Switch with Alesha Dixon, and the Find the Girl teen series with YouTube stars Lucy 
and Lydia Connell. Katy lives in London with her partner, Ben, and her rescue dog, Bono. The Secret 
Bridesmaid is her first adult novel.

 As a professional bridesmaid, Sophie is hired by brides to be their right-hand 
woman, posing as a friend but working behind the scenes to ensure their big day 
goes off without a hitch. So when she’s hired by an actual Marchioness to help plan 
the society wedding of the year, it should be a chance for Sophie to prove just how 
talented she is. Can Sophie pull off the biggest challenge of her career, win over a 
reluctant bride, and catch the eye of handsome Lord Swann – all while keeping her 
true identity a secret, and her dignity intact?

 

© Imogen Forte



32 M aurelietramier.auteur P@aurelietramier_auteur

 February 2021  Fiction . Romantic Comedy . Family Life

 Thirty-something Morgan becomes  
a mum overnight.

 CAN I GIVE MY   CAN I GIVE MY  
STEPKIDS BACK?STEPKIDS BACK?
  Aurélie Tramier

 9781529356861 • £9.99 
B format Paperback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529356854 • £9.99

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Marabout

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Advanced reading copies available via 
Netgalley

Author lives in Munich, Germany. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Born in 1982 in the South of France, Aurélie Tramier is the author of an ebook bestseller and has 
just published her second novel.

 As a childcare centre director, Morgan has to deal with kids every day but would 
much rather run her own boarding kennel. When her sister and brother-in-law die in a 
car crash, she has no choice but to adopt their two children. At first, Morgan seems 
to be getting it all wrong in her new role, but when her dog sprains his leg, the kids 
are swept off their feet by the handsome single vet who's nursing him back to health. 
They're convinced he and Morgan would be a match made in heaven. Now they only 
need to convince Morgan . . .

 

© Astrid di Crollalanza



33N@SClaireWriter M sophieclairewriter P@sophieclairewrites www.sophieclaire.co.uk

 May 2021  Adult & Contemporary Romance . France

 

SUMMER AT THE SUMMER AT THE 
FRENCH OLIVE GROVEFRENCH OLIVE GROVE
  Sophie Claire

 9781529349955 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529349962 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529349979 • £19.99

Most recent title: A WINTER’S DREAM

Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, ex Can

US Rights: Watson, Little Ltd

Translation Rights:  
Watson, Little Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Manchester, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sophie Claire, born to a French mother and Scottish father, grew up in Manchester where she still 
lives with her husband and two sons. She writes stories centred around sunny Provence, where she 
spent her summers as a child.

 Filmmaker Lily’s life is all about work and adventure. So when she suffers an accident 
on her travels and finds herself recuperating in the French seaside village where 
she spent her childhood, she can’t wait to escape. Not least because Olivier – Lily’s 
childhood friend and former crush, who she has spent the last 13 years avoiding – is 
staying next door. . . Is Lily really as fearless and independent as she seems on the 
surface – or is she just running from the past? And what if Olivier is the only one who 
can teach her what it really means to be brave?

 

© Sophie Claire



34 #TadWilliams #MemorySorrow&Thorn N@tadwilliams M AuthorTadWilliams tadwilliams.com 

 June 2021  Fantasy . Epic . Historical Fantasy

 A Last King of Osten Ard Story.

 THE SHADOW OF  THE SHADOW OF 
THINGS TO COMETHINGS TO COME
  Tad Williams

 9781473646681 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781473646674 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529341300 • £21.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473646698 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE NAVIGATOR’S CHILDREN

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: DAW Books

Translation Rights: Abner Stein

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in California, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 World-famous fantasy novelist Tad Williams is the author of the Memory, Sorrow and Thorn, 
Otherland, Shadowmarch and Bobby Dollar series. He lives in California with his wife Deborah Beale, 
co-author of the Ordinary Farm Adventures series, and their family.

 The Shadow of Things to Come continues the story of one of the best loved fantasy 
epics of all time: Memory, Sorrow and Thorn, the inspiration for Christopher Paolini 
and George R R Martin.

‘One of my favourite fantasy series’ – George R R Martin, author of A Game of Thrones.

 

© Deborah Beale



35 

 March 2021  Fiction . Mystery & Detective . Thrillers

 A bestselling French thriller hailed as 
‘terribly addictive’.

 THE FINAL CHAPTER THE FINAL CHAPTER
  Jérôme Loubry

 9781529350548 • £9.99 
B format Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529350555• £9.99

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Éditions Calmann-Lévy

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Advance reading copies 
available via Netgalley

Author lives in France. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 After working in London for many years, Jérôme Loubry moved to the South of France, where he 
still lives and works. Born in 1976, he grew up in a village famous for its book printing business, and 
his aunt, who worked there, made sure he grew up surrounded by books.

 Three good friends. One tragic summer. A book that tells it all. When little Julie 
goes missing in summer 1986, David and Samuel share the terrible secret of her 
disappearance. Thirty years later, David has become a famous author and Samuel his 
publisher. Both receive identical manuscript chapters telling the story of what really 
happened that tragic summer. Chapter after chapter, the author reveals their darkest 
secrets. They know the book will end with its 12th chapter. A race against time begins: 
will David and Samuel expose the mysterious author's identity before he exposes 
them? And did one of them kill Julie?

 



36
#BenjaminPercy #TheNinthMetal #TheCometCycle N@Benjamin_Percy  
P@benjamin.percy benjaminpercy.com 

 June 2021  Science Fiction . Cosmology & The Universe . Action & Adventure

 New science fiction series by one of 
America’s most promising writers of 
literary speculative fiction.

 THE NINTH METAL THE NINTH METAL
 The Comet Cycle Book 1

 Benjamin Percy

 9781473690073 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781473690097 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781473694293 • £21.99

Most recent title: THE DARK NET

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Translation Rights:  
Curtis Brown USA

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Minnesota, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Benjamin Percy is the author of four novels, the most recent being The Dark Net, as well as two books 
of short stories. His honours include a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Whiting 
Writers’ Award, two Pushcart Prizes, and the Plimpton Prize. He’s a member of the WGA screenwriters’ 
guild and has sold scripts to FOX and Starz, with several film and TV projects in development.

 From award-winning author Benjamin Percy comes an explosive, breakout 
speculative thriller in which a powerful new metal arrives on Earth in the wake of a 
meteor shower, triggering a massive new ‘gold rush’ in the Midwest and turning life as 
we know it on its head. The first of a cycle of novels set in a shared universe.

 

© Jennifer Percy



37#TheGetaway N@Isabelle_Broom M isabellebroomauthor P@isabelle_broom Isabellebroom.com 

 June 2021 Adult & Contemporary Romance . Travel & Holiday

 A new romantic summer escape from 
Isabelle Broom.

THE GETAWAYTHE GETAWAY
  Isabelle Broom

 9781529325140 • £7.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529325133 • £7.99

Audio download:  
9781529325126 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529325119 • £14.99

Most recent title: HELLO, AGAIN

Exclusive territories: World ex US, ex Can

US Rights: Hardman & Swainson 

Translation Rights:  
Hardman & Swainson

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrazou

Author lives in Suffolk, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Isabelle Broom was born in Cambridge and studied Media Arts in London before a 12-year stint 
at heat magazine. Always happiest when she is off on an adventure, Isabelle now travels all over the 
world seeking out settings for her escapist fiction novels. Currently based in Suffolk, where she shares 
a cottage with her dog Max and approximately 467 spiders, Isabelle fits her writing around a busy 
freelance career.

Kate is determined to be lost. Alex never wants to be found. Then they discover each 
other. . .

The Getaway is a love story like no other. When Kate runs away from her life to spend 
a summer on the beach in Croatia, she meets Alex who is also fleeing his old life. The 
pair finds each other, but what happens when their real lives catch up with them?

 

© Imogen Forte
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40 #WillDean #TheLastThingtoBurn

 January 2021  Crime & Mystery . Thriller . Suspense

 'Sensational. Claustrophobic, 
compulsive, and almost unbearably 
tense, it's a heart-in-mouth read 
that's packed with suspense' 
C L Taylor, bestselling  
author of Strangers

 THE LAST THING   THE LAST THING  
TO BURNTO BURN
 A Dark and Brilliant New Standalone Thriller 
From a Rising Star in the Crime Genre

 Will Dean

 9781529307054 • £12.99 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529307085 • £12.99

Audio download:  
9781529307061 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529307078 • £12.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Atria/Emily Bestler Books

Translation Rights:  
Blake Friedmann Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Sweden. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances.

 After studying Law at the LSE and working in London, Will Dean settled in rural Sweden where he 
built a house in a clearing at the centre of a vast elk forest, and it’s here that he compulsively reads 
and writes. His debut, Dark Pines, was selected for Zoe Ball’s Book Club, shortlisted for the Guardian 
Not the Booker prize and named a Daily Telegraph Book of the Year.

 Her husband calls her Jane. That is not her name. She lives in a small farm cottage, 
surrounded by vast, open fields. Everywhere she looks, there is space. But she is 
trapped. Her husband records her every movement during the day. If he doesn’t like 
what he sees, she is punished. For a long time, escape seemed impossible. But now, 
something has changed. She has a reason to live and a reason to fight. Now, she is 
watching him, and waiting . . .

‘Misery meets Room – a triumph’ Marian Keyes      ‘A masterpiece’ Jane Casey

 



41#KatrineEngberg  #TheButterflyHouse N@EngbergKatrine M katrineengbergkrimi P@katrineengberg  

 January 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Modern & Contemporary Fiction

 With her writing hailed as ‘stunning’ 
by Kathy Reichs, Katrine Engberg is a 
rapidly rising star in international crime 
fiction.

THE BUTTERFLY HOUSETHE BUTTERFLY HOUSE
  Katrine Engberg

 9781529344653 • £17.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529344677 • £17.99

Audio download:  
9781529344684 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529344660 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE TENANT

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Gallery/Scout Press

Translation Rights:  
Salomonsson Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 A former dancer and choreographer with a background in theatre and television, Katrine Engberg 
is now one of the most widely read crime writers in Denmark. The first novel in the series, The Tenant, 
has been a bestseller across Europe as well as in the US and Canada. 

 A nurse with a dark secret. A psychiatrist trying to erase the past. A body found in 
the street, drained of all blood. And the mysterious Butterfly House, now shut down, 
that links them all. Detective Jeppe Kørner leads the murder investigation. On leave 
after an unexpected pregnancy, his partner Anette can’t help but do some detective 
work of her own too. As they uncover a network of evil, the killer strikes again . . . 

 



42 M stephenleatherofficial stephenleather.com 

 January 2021  Thriller . Crime & Mystery . Espionage & Spy Thriller

 The next action-packed standalone 
thriller from Sunday Times bestselling 
author Stephen Leather.

 THE HUNTING THE HUNTING
 An Explosive Standalone from the Bestselling 
Author of the Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd Series

 Stephen Leather

 9781529345216 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 272pp

eBook: 9781529345230 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529345247 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback:  
9781529345223 • £14.99

Most recent title: SLOW BURN

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Bangkok, Thailand. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Stephen Leather is one of the UK’s most successful thriller writers, an ebook and Sunday 
Times bestseller and author of the critically acclaimed Dan ‘Spider’ Shepherd series and the Jack 
Nightingale supernatural detective novels. His titles have topped the Amazon Kindle charts in the UK 
and the US and his bestsellers have been translated into 15 languages. He has sold nearly 4.5 million 
books with Hodder & Stoughton.

 British doctor Raj Patel puts his own life on the line to treat the injured in war-torn 
Syria. But Raj needs to rely on completely different skills when he’s taken hostage in 
a case of mistaken identity. Billionaire big-game hunter Jon van der Sandt is driven by 
revenge, hiring ex Special Forces hard men to snatch the ISIS killers from the desert 
and transport them halfway across the world. But they grab Raj by mistake, and once 
the killing begins it’s too late. To survive, he’ll have to become as ruthless a killer as 
the man who is hunting him.

 



43 N@CatrionaMcP M  Catriona-McPherso catrionamcpherson.com 

 January 2021  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery

 A delightful Dandy Gilver mystery 
by Catriona McPherson, set in 1930s 
Scotland. For fans of PG Wodehouse, 
Dorothy L Sayers and Agatha Christie.

 THE MIRROR DANCE THE MIRROR DANCE
 Catriona Mcpherson

 9781529337921 • £21.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529337938

 Most recent title: THE TURNING TIDE

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Coombs Moylett Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

PDF proofs available

Author lives in California, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Catriona McPherson was born in Scotland and educated at Edinburgh University. The first Dandy 
Gilver novel was short-listed for the CWA Ellis Peters Historical Dagger 2005 and the second was 
long-listed for the Theakston’s Crime Novel of the Year Award 2007. In 2012 Dandy Gilver and the 
Proper Treatment of Bloodstains was nominated for a Historical Macavity Award. Catriona writes full-
time and divides her time between southern Scotland and northern California.

 Something is afoot in the streets of Dundee, in the summer of 1937, when a Punch 
and Judy man is found murdered in his booth halfway through the show. A park full 
of families watch from their deckchairs, but see no one who could have committed 
the crime. As clues and red herrings abound, private detective Dandy Gilver and her 
faithful colleague Alec are on a headlong dash from printing press, to college quad, to 
theatre dressing room, on the hunt for a killer. But no matter where they turn, they find 
nothing is quite as it seems.

 



44 #WillShindler  #TheKillingChoice  N@WillShindler MWillShindlerAuthor  

 February 2021  Crime & Mystery . Thriller . Police Procedural

This is the second in Will Shindler’s 
Finn And Paulsen Series – a British 
Detective series that ranks with 
Mark Billingham, M.J. Arlidge and 
Stuart Macbride. 

 THE KILLING CHOICE THE KILLING CHOICE
The Second in a Phenomenal Crime 
Series Featuring DI Alex Finn and  
DC Mattie Paulsen.

 Will Shindler

 9781529301755 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529303179 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529303186 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529301762 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE BURNING MEN (BOOK 1 IN THE 
DI ALEX FINN SERIES)

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: The Madeline 
Milburn Literary Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE20, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Will Shindler has been a broadcast journalist for the BBC for over 25 years, spending a decade 
working in television drama as a scriptwriter. He currently combines reading the news on BBC Radio 
London with writing crime novels and has previously worked as a television presenter for HTV, a sports 
reporter for BBC Radio Five Live, and one of the stadium presenters at the London Olympics.

 Ambushed by a figure in a mask, Karl is forced to make an impossible choice at knife 
point. Stay and die, or walk away from his daughter Leah and take this thug’s word 
that they will both survive. Could he ever live with himself if he trusted this villain? 
Karl is running in the opposite direction when he hears his daughter scream. It’s not 
long before more seemingly unconnected people across London are offered deals 
in exchange for their life. More blood is spilled, more families shattered, and more 
people are left to suffer with the consequences of their decisions.

 



45#TheCrocodileHunter M GeraldSeymourAuthor  

 February 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Crime & Mystery

 A thrilling story of the secret 
services, their enemies and the 
society they operate in.

 THE CROCODILE  THE CROCODILE 
HUNTERHUNTER
  Gerald Seymour

 9781529386011 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529386028 • £18.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529386035 • £14.99

Most recent title: BEYOND RECALL

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Curtis Brown 

Translation Rights: Curtis Brown

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Reading, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Gerald Seymour exploded onto the literary scene in 1975 with the massive bestseller Harry’s Game. 
He was a reporter at ITN for 15 years. He covered events in Vietnam, Borneo, Aden, the Munich 
Olympics, Israel and Northern Ireland. He has been a full-time writer since 1978.

 In the office at MI5 where he works, they call Jonas Merrick ‘the eternal flame’. It 
isn’t a compliment. It’s because he never goes out. He never goes undercover, 
never does surveillance. But Jonas has qualities the hotshots fail to notice: 
steely concentration, a ruthless ability to focus and find the enemy. Hearing of a 
British jihadi returning from Syria with murderous plans, Jonas requests a telling 
photograph: a crocodile, almost submerged, just its eyes above water as it waits for 
unsuspecting prey to drink at the riverbank. This time, ‘the eternal flame’ must go out 
– to hunt the crocodile himself.

 



46 #GoodnightBeautiful N@aimeenmolloy P@aimeemolloy718 aimeemolloy.com 

 March 2021  Crime . Domestic Suspense Thriller . Thrillers & Mystery

 You love him.

He loves you.

But who is she?

 GOODNIGHT   GOODNIGHT  
BEAUTIFULBEAUTIFUL
  Aimee Molloy

 9781529354843 • £8.99 
B Format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529354836 • £3.99

Audio download:  
9781529354829 • £19.99

Most recent title:  
THE PERFECT MOTHER (SPHERE)

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperCollins, US

Translation Rights: Elisabeth Weed at  
The Book Group

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies will be available 
on Netgalley

Author lives in Western Massachusetts, 
USA. Author is not available, but 
US publicity material available.

 Aimee Molloy’s debut novel, The Perfect Mother, was an instant New York Times bestseller, and has 
been translated into more than 20 languages. She lives in Western Massachusetts with her family.

 Newlyweds Sam Statler and Annie Potter are ready to begin their lives together in a 
small town in upstate New York. While Annie spends most of her time alone, Sam, 
her therapist husband, works long hours in his home office, tending to the egos of his 
mostly female clientele. Little does Sam know that through a vent in the ceiling, every 
word of his sessions can be heard from the room upstairs. The pharmacist’s wife, 
contemplating a divorce. The well-known painter whose boyfriend doesn’t satisfy her 
in bed. Who could resist eavesdropping? Everything is fine until the French girl in the 
green Mini Cooper shows up, and Sam disappears into thin air, throwing a spanner 
into Sam and Annie’s happily ever after. 

 



47#NotDarkYet  #PeterRobinson  #DCIBanks  M PeterRobinsonAuthor inspectorbanks.com 

April 2021  Crime & Mystery . Police Procedural . Yorkshire;

 The twenty-seventh book in the 
number one bestselling Alan Banks 
crime series – by the master of the 
police procedural.

NOT DARK YETNOT DARK YET
 DCI Banks 27

 Peter Robinson

 9781529343076 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 416pp

eBook: 9781529343090 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529343106 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529343120 • £14.99

Most recent title: MANY RIVERS TO 
CROSS (DCI BANKS 26)

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: William Morrow

Translation Rights: Dominick Abel

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Toronto, Canada and 
Richmond, Yorkshire. Author is available 
for: interview, features, local events.

 Peter Robinson grew up in Yorkshire, and now divides his time between Richmond and Canada. Not 
Dark Yet is the twenty-seventh book in the bestselling Banks series. He has also written two collections 
of short stories and three standalone novels, the most recent of which is the Number One bestseller 
Before the Poison. His critically acclaimed DCI Banks novels have won numerous awards in Britain, 
the United States, Canada and Europe, and are published in translation all over the world.

 Detective Superintendent Banks and his team are drawn further into the ongoing 
investigation into organised crime in Yorkshire – and Banks suspects the involvement 
of his friend Zelda . . . 

 

© Pal Hansen



48 #FlaviaAlbia  #AComedyofTerrors  M   lindseydavisauthor lindseydavis.co.uk 

 April 2021  Crime & Mystery . Historical Mysteries . Ancient Rome

 The next book in the gripping Flavia 
Albia series, by acclaimed author 
Lindsey Davis.

 THE COMEDY OF  THE COMEDY OF 
TERRORSTERRORS
 Book 9 in the Flavia Albia series.

 Lindsey Davis

 9781529374292 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529374322 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529374315 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529374308 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE GROVE OF CAESARS (BOOK 8 IN 
THE FLAVIA ALBIA SERIES)

Exclusive territories: BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights: AM Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Birmingham, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, local events.

 Lindsey Davis is best known for her novels set in Ancient Rome, including the much-loved Marcus 
Didius Falco series, although she has also written about the English Civil War. Her examination of 
the paranoid reign of the roman emperor Domitian began with Master and God, a standalone novel, 
leading to her series about Flavia Albia, set in that dark period.

The Aventine is full of fracturing families. But no one wants to hire an investigator 
during the holiday. Albia is lumped with her own domestic stress: overexcited children 
and bilious guests, too many practical jokes, and her magistrate husband Tiberius 
preoccupied with local strife. As the deadly menace strikes even close to home, 
and with law and order paused for partying, Albia and Tiberius must go it alone. The 
Emperor has promised the people a spectacular entertainment – but Domitian himself 
is a target for old criminals' new schemes. Can the Undying Sun survive the winter 
solstice, or will criminal darkness descend upon Rome?

 

© Mark Harrison



49#ErinKelly  #WatchHerFall  N@mserinkelly P@Erinjelly erinkelly.co.uk  

 April 2021  Thriller . Suspense . Crime & Mystery

 Black Swan meets Killing 
Eve – shocking, surprising and 
utterly gripping!

WATCH HER FALLWATCH HER FALL
 The Stunning New Thriller from 
the Million-Copy Sunday Times 
Bestselling Author

 Erin Kelly

 9781473680838 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473680869 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781473680876 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473680845 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
WE KNOW YOU KNOW

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Minotaur Books

Translation Rights: United Agents

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Hertfordshire, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Erin Kelly is the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Poison Tree, The Sick Rose, The Burning Air, 
The Ties That Bind, He Said/She Said, We Know You Know and Broadchurch: The Novel, inspired by 
the mega-hit TV series. He Said/She Said was longlisted for the Theakston’s Old Peculier Crime Novel 
of the Year Award, and selected for both the Simon Mayo Radio 2 and Richard & Judy Book Clubs.

 Ava Kirilova has reached the very top of her profession. After years and years of hard 
graft, pain and sacrifice as part of the London Russian Ballet Company, allowing 
nothing else to distract her, she is finally the poster girl for Swan Lake. Even Mr K – her 
father, and the intense, terrifying director of the company – can find no fault. Ava has 
pushed herself ahead of countless other talented, hardworking girls, and they are all 
watching her now. But there is someone who really wants to see Ava fall . . . 

 



50 #TheNamelessOnes N@jconnollybooks M JohnConnollyBooks johnconnollybooks.com 

 April 2021  Crime Thrillers & Mystery

From the bestselling author of  
The Dirty South .

 THE NAMELESS ONES THE NAMELESS ONES
 A Charlie Parker Thriller: 18

 John Connolly
  

 9781529398342 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 480pp

eBook: 9781529398373 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529398380 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529398359 • £14.99

Most recent title: THE DIRTY SOUTH

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Atria Books

Translation Rights: Darley Anderson

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Dublin, Ireland. 
Author is available for: interview.

 John Connolly is the Number One bestselling author of the Charlie Parker mysteries, he: A Novel, 
The Book of Lost Things, the Samuel Johnson novels for young adults and, with his partner, Jennifer 
Ridyard, co-author of The Chronicles of the Invaders. He was the winner of the 2016 CWA Short 
Story Dagger for ‘On the Anatomization of an Unknown Man (1637) by Frans Mier’ from Night Music: 
Nocturnes Vol 2.

 In Amsterdam, four people are butchered in a canal house, their remains arranged 
around the crucified form of their patriarch, De Jaager: fixer, go-between, and 
confidant of the assassin named Louis. The men responsible for the murders are 
Serbian war criminals. They believe they can escape retribution by retreating to their 
homeland. They are wrong. For Louis has come to Europe to hunt them down: five 
killers to be found and punished before they can vanish into the east. There is only 
one problem. The sixth.

 



51#SomethingToHide N@lynleymysteries M AuthorElizabethGeorge ElizabethGeorgeOnline.com 

 May 2021  Crime . Thrillers & Mystery

 The twenty-first Inspector Lynley novel by 
the internationally acclaimed crime writer 
Elizabeth George.

 SOMETHING TO HIDE SOMETHING TO HIDE
 An Inspector Lynley Novel: 21

 Elizabeth George

 9781529346541 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 608pp

eBook: 9781529346565 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529348637 • £25.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529346558 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE PUNISHMENT SHE DESERVES

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Viking

Translation Rights: Trident Media 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Seattle, Washington, 
USA. Author is available for: 
interview, features, local events.

 Elizabeth George is the author of highly acclaimed novels of psychological suspense. She won the 
Anthony and Agatha Best First Novel awards in America and received the Grand Prix de Littérature 
Policière in France. In 1990 she was awarded the prestigious German prize for international mystery 
fiction, the MIMI. Her novels have now been adapted for television by the BBC.

 A Nigerian-born detective sergeant working for the Metropolitan Police is found 
unconscious in her flat and ends up in hospital where she dies of her injury. The 
post-mortem reveals that the subdural hematoma is the result of a blow to her 
head. DI Thomas Lynley, DS Barbara Havers and DS Winston Nkata are called in to 
investigate a case that touches upon not only the work and the life of the murdered 
detective but also upon a controversial cultural tradition that damages and often 
destroys the future of everyone it involves.

 

© Jennifer Adams



52 #MaryDixieCarter  #ThePhotographer  N@MaryDixieCarter marydixiecarter.com 

 May 2021  Thriller . Psychological . Suspense

 A dark and hypnotic novel about 
obsession and what happens when 
we twist the truth too far . . . 

 THE PHOTOGRAPHER THE PHOTOGRAPHER
Heralds The Arrival Of A Brilliant New 
Crime Writer For Fans Of Caroline 
Kepnes And Gillian Flynn.

 Mary Dixie Carter

 9781529350913 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529350937 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529350944 • £14.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529350920 • £14.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: St. Martin’s Press

Translation Rights:  
LGR Literary

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Brooklyn, New York, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 A journalist, Mary Dixie Carter’s writing has appeared in Time, the Economist, the New York Observer 
and more. In addition to writing, she also has a background as a professional actor. Mary Dixie Carter 
graduated from Harvard College with an honours degree in English Literature and holds an MFA in 
Creative Writing from The New School. She lives in Brooklyn with her husband and two young children.

They wanted the perfect family picture. She wanted their perfect life. Delta Dawn 
has been photographing children’s parties for Manhattan’s elite for several years. 
But when she is hired to photograph Natalie Straub’s eleventh birthday party, Delta 
instantly sees an opportunity. Soon she’s befriended the whole family, giving her 
ample time to read private documents, snoop in their closets, Photoshop their 
pictures, and dream up a way to never, ever have to leave . . .

 

© Beowulf Sheehan



53#BillyBillingham  #KillorCapture N@billingham229b M   MarkBillinghamSAS P@billingham22b  markbillybillingham.com 

 May 2021  Crime & Mystery . Suspense . Espionage & Spy Thriller

 The first in a brand-new series from  
SAS: Who Dares Wins star.

CALL TO KILLCALL TO KILL
 The First in a New Action Series From 
Television Star, Ex-Sas Solider, Body Guard to 
the Stars and Bestselling Nonfiction Author.

 Billy Billingham

 9781529364552 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529364569 • £6.99

Audio download:  
9781529364576 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529364590 • £14.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: Curtis Brown Group Limited

Translation Rights:  
Curtis Brown Group Limited

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Herefordshire, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Billy Billingham spent 17 years in the SAS. He was responsible for strategic operations in locations 
including Iraq, Afghanistan, South America and Africa, and has led countless hostage rescues. He 
later became a bodyguard to A list celebrities. Since 2015, Billy has been one of the lead presenters 
on the popular Channel Four series SAS: Who Dares Wins. Of the lead line-up, he is the only one with 
a genuine SAS career.

 Matt ‘Mace’ Mason is deployed on a deniable SAS mission in war-torn Yemen, 
becoming embroiled in a hostage rescue that goes terribly wrong. Pulling at the strings 
is not only the local warlord who is destined to become Mace’s nemesis, General Ruak 
Shahlai, but hardbitten American arms dealer Erica Atkins. As well as his own team, 
Mace has to work, initially unwillingly, with female CIA Agent (and Islamic scholar) 
Redford. Together they will need to prevent an attack that would spark a regional war 
and create the largest environmental disaster the world has ever seen.

 



54 #ConspiracyOfBlood N@BondaKatarzyna M katarzyna.bonda P@katarzynabonda katarzynabonda.pl 

 May 2021  Crime & Mystery . Thriller . Suspense . Fiction in Translation 

 The second novel from polish crime 
sensation Katarzyna Bonda. 

CONSPIRACY OF BLOODCONSPIRACY OF BLOOD
  Katarzyna Bonda
Translated by Filip Sporczyk

 9781473630499 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 608pp

eBook: 9781473630512 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473630529 • £25.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473630505 • £14.99

Most recent title: GIRL AT MIDNIGHT

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Marcjacq Scripts Ltd

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Warsaw, Poland.

 Katarzyna Bonda is the most popular crime writer in Poland. Her two series, the Hubert Meyer 
trilogy and The Elements of Sasza Zaluska series, are both massive bestsellers and have sold well 
over two million copies. Foreign rights to her books have been sold in eight languages. Katarzyna 
lives in Warsaw with her daughter and their dog.

 A complex and absorbing crime novel that finds Sasza Zaluska plunged even deeper 
into the web of corruption and criminality that has engulfed all levels of Polish society 
since the fall of Communism. Sasza returns to the police, but first she must put 
to rest the demons evoked by the terrifying ordeal that led her to leave Poland for 
seven years. No sooner has she begun, however, than she is drawn into the deeply 
disturbing case of a missing woman. The roots of the crime seem to reach all the way 
back to the dark enmities of World War Two . . .

 

© Anna Powierza



55#KarenRobards  #FireintheSky  N@TheKarenRobards M  AuthorKarenRobards karenrobards.com 

 June 2021  Thriller . Historical Fiction . WWII Fiction

 A novel of bravery, danger, love 
and a woman’s unbelievable 
reserves of strength.

 FIRE IN THE SKY FIRE IN THE SKY
 New York Times Bestselling Author’s New 
Historical Thriller That Will Take Your 
Breath Away

 Karen Robards

 9781529338386 • £20.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529338409 • £20.99

Audio download:  
9781529341256 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529338393 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, ex EU

US Rights: Mira Books

Translation Rights:  
Trident Media Group LLC

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Louisville, Kentucky, USA. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Karen Robards is the internationally bestselling author of over 50 novels, which have regularly 
appeared on the New York Times, USA Today and Publishers Weekly bestseller lists, among others. 
She is the mother of three boys and lives with her family in her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky.

 Seventeen-year-old Marina Helinger is enjoying market day, when, with no warning, 
clouds of German planes are upon them and bombs fall on the town like rain. When 
searching the rubble Marina finds her little sister alive, but discovers her mother is 
dead. Years later, while World War Two rages, Marina and her sister are living with their 
father – a scientist reluctantly working with the Nazis and a member of the undercover 
resistance. Marina, a young woman fuelled by a dark rage, is the perfect spy to join 
the resistance and fight against those responsible for her mother’s death.

 

© Stephen Driver



56 #PatriciaMarques  #TheColoursofDeath  N@marquesp09  

 June 2021  Thriller . Crime & Mystery . Mystery & Detective

 Perfect for fans of The Shining Girls, 
Rivers Of London and Sarah Lotz.

 THE COLOURS OF  THE COLOURS OF 
DEATHDEATH
 The First of a Speculative Detective 
Series Set in Lisbon

 Patricia Marques

 9781529336658 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529336672 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529336689 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781 529336665 • £14.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN inc Can, inc EU

US Rights: A M Heath

Translation Rights:  
A M Heath

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, N22, UK.  
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Half-Angolan and half-Portuguese, Patricia Marques was born in Portugal but moved to England 
when she was eight. As well as the MA in Creative Writing from City she holds a BA in Creative Writing 
from Roehampton. She lives in London and The Colours of Death is her debut novel. 

 In an alternative present-day Lisbon, a small percentage of the population have been 
diagnosed as Gifted – having telepathic or telekinetic powers. With the power comes 
a stigma that Gifted Inspector Isabel Reis with the Lisbon Police Force knows only 
too well. When called to investigate a mysterious, violent death that hints at Gifted 
involvement, Isabel knows it’s more than just her personal reputation on the line. In a 
society where Gifted individuals are already viewed with mistrust, Isabel is hiding her 
own secret and knows she has to tread carefully as a conspiracy emerges and the 
body count rises.
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 May 2021  Memoir . Family History . World War II

 Meriel Schindler tells the story of 
Café Schindler, blending memoir 
and family history. 

 THE LOST CAFÉ  THE LOST CAFÉ 
SCHINDLERSCHINDLER
 One Family, Two Wars and the  
Search for Truth

 Meriel Schindler

 9781529332056 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529332063 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529332094 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Dunn Literary 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Meriel Schindler grew up in London before suddenly being moved to a convent school in provincial 
Austria. Five years later she moved back to the UK to study French and German, and is now an 
employment lawyer, partner and head of a team at Withers LLP, a law firm. Meriel is also a trustee of 
Arvon, the writing charity, is married to husband Jeremy and has three grown-up children.

When her father died in 2017, Meriel felt compelled to solve the mysteries he had 
left behind. Starting with photos and papers found in his isolated cottage, Meriel 
embarked on a journey of discovery, piecing together an extraordinary story taking 
in two centuries, two world wars and a family business: the famous Café Schindler. 
Launched in 1922 as an antidote to the horrors of World War One, this grand café 
became the whirling social centre of Innsbruck. And then the Nazis arrived.

 



59#PeakyBlinders  

 June 2021  Television . Entertainment . Lifestyle 

 THE PEAKY BLINDERS  THE PEAKY BLINDERS 
LIFE & STYLE LIFE & STYLE 
COMPENDIUM COMPENDIUM 
  An A–Z to Living Life by Order of  
The Peaky Blinders 

 9781529347579 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529347739 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Sample spreads available on request

Author is available for:  features.

  In this entertaining, informative and illuminating book, readers are invited to embrace 
the iconic looks and world of Birmingham’s infamous crime family and their associates. 
From head to toe, work and play, this is a toolkit for anyone who wishes to add 
a razor’s edge to their appearance and lifestyle. Calling upon the cast of distinct 
characters, this book spotlights the Peaky Blinders aesthetic and viewpoint, providing 
historical context as well as contemporary relevance.
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 June 2021  True Crime . Memoir

 Professor Angela Gallop shares some of 
the most intriguing cases she and some of 
her colleagues have worked on – and how 
they were solved.

 HOW TO SOLVE A CRIME  HOW TO SOLVE A CRIME 
An A–Z of Forensic Science

 Angela Gallop 

 9781529331349 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529331363 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781529331370 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529331356 • £18.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt 

Author lives in Oxford, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Angela Gallop has been a practising forensic scientist for 45 years. She is currently Director of 
Forensic Science for Forensic Access, Chief Executive of Axiom International Ltd, and Professor of 
Practice at the University of Strathclyde, which has the oldest and most highly regarded academic 
centre for forensic science in the UK.

 How to Solve a Crime: The A-Z of Forensic Science will take the reader on a journey 
through some of the strangest and most shocking crimes in the country, and how 
Angela Gallop and her team solved them. It will feature several lessons throughout 
the book that will help armchair detectives figure out a crime scene. From armed 
robbery to zoophilia, the cases described in this fast-paced and fascinating book are 
a sometimes shocking testament to what human beings are capable of doing, and to 
how the meticulous and imaginative use of forensic science can almost always catch 
them out. 

 



61 N@MatthewdAncona  

 May 2021  Politics & Government . Economics . Society 

 A call to arms to challenge this 
age of extremism, populism and 
democratic torpor.

 IDENTITY, IGNORANCE,  IDENTITY, IGNORANCE, 
INNOVATIONINNOVATION
 Why The Old Politics Is Useless – And What 
To Do About It

 Matthew d’Ancona

 9781529303995 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529303964 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529303971 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529303957 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Matthew d’Ancona is a British journalist and broadcaster. He was previously editor of the Spectator. 
He also contributes regularly to the BBC’s Today programme. Matthew is a visiting research fellow 
at Queen Mary University of London, a trustee of the Science Museum Group, chair of the think-tank 
Bright Blue and was elected a Prize Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, in 1989.

  This book is a provocative intervention in a global debate that has been paralysed by 
the continued use of out dated categories of political analysis. In it, political journalist 
Matthew d’Ancona will propose a new way of understanding the crises of developed 
societies in the early twenty-first century – and plot a way forward.
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 February 2021  Business . Leadership . Memoir 

 The raw, page-turning, inspiring 
story of Jeff Immelt’s 16 years 
leading the iconic General Electric.

 HOT SEAT HOT SEAT
 Hard-won Lessons in Challenging Times

 Jeff Immelt 

 9781529358698 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529358704 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529358711 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529358735 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
UK + Com, ex. Can

US Rights: Avid Reader Press

Translation Rights:  
Avid Reader Press

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence 

Author lives in USA. Author is 
available for: interview, features.

 Jeff Immelt was the ninth chairman of GE and served as CEO for 16 years. During his tenure as 
CEO, GE was named ‘America’s Most Admired Company’ by Fortune magazine and one of ‘The 
World’s Most Respected Companies’ in polls by Barron’s and the Financial Times. Immelt has 
received 15 honorary degrees and numerous awards for business leadership, and chaired the 
President’s Council on Jobs and Competitiveness under the Obama administration. 

 A memoir of successful leadership in times of crisis: the former CEO of General 
Electric shares the hard-won lessons he learnt from his experience leading GE 
immediately after 9/11, through the economic devastation of the 2008–09 financial 
crisis, and into an increasingly globalised world. In Hot Seat, Immelt offers a rigorous, 
candid interrogation of himself and his tenure, detailing for the first time his proudest 
moments and his biggest mistakes. As the business world continues to be rocked 
by stunning economic upheaval, Hot Seat is an urgently needed, and unusually raw, 
source of authoritative guidance for decisive leadership in uncertain times.
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 February 2021  History . China . Food

 A fresh new history of China –  
told through its food and drink.

 THE EMPEROR’S FEAST THE EMPEROR’S FEAST
 A History of China in Twelve Meals

 Jonathan Clements

 9781529332421 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529332438 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529332452 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529332445 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Sample manuscript available on request

Author lives in Finland. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Jonathan Clements is a historian and author specialising in East Asia. His biographies of the First 
Emperor and of Empress Wu have both been translated into Chinese. He also presented several 
seasons of Route Awakening for National Geographic, an award-winning television series about icons 
of Chinese culture. He was visiting professor at Xi’an Jiaotong University in China from 2013 to 2019.

 Chinese food is everywhere, from the humble takeaway to the restaurants of a big-city 
Chinatown. But they merely scratch the surface of a rich culinary tradition stretching 
over 5,000 years and across the world. The Emperor’s Feast is a unique history that 
traces the journey of Chinese food and drink, from the rudimentary grain stews of 
the Bronze Age to the trendy fusion dishes of the twenty-first century. Examining the 
profound influence of history, geography and politics, The Emperor’s Feast shows us 
that the story of Chinese food is ultimately inextricable from the story of China itself.

 



64  N@NickyAACampbell P@nickyaacampbell  

 February 2021  Memoirs . Dogs . Pets

 How one loving Labrador helped the 
Long Lost Family presenter through his 
own adoption journey.

 ONE OF THE FAMILY ONE OF THE FAMILY
 Why a Dog Called Maxwell Changed My Life

 Nicky Campbell

 9781529304251 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529304268 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529304275 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Author lives in London and Edinburgh, 
UK. Author is available for: interview, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Nicky Campbell is the BAFTA-winning presenter of Radio 5’s breakfast show since 2003 and 
of ITV’s Long Lost Family since 2011. He is closely involved with several adoption, animal and 
conservation charities. 

 Long Lost Family presenter and BBC Radio 5 breakfast show host Nicky Campbell 
shares the brave and touching story of his adoption journey and reveals how Maxwell, 
his amazing golden Labrador, helped him come to terms with his pain and conflicting 
emotions. Maxwell was to teach him a life-changing lesson that the only thing we 
really need is love given and received freely and unconditionally – just the way a dog 
does – finally helping him to feel like one of the family.
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 March 2021  True Crime . Exposé . Gold Trade

 A searing exposé of the illegal gold 
trade and how it is a part of our 
lives and economy.

 DIRTY GOLD DIRTY GOLD
 The Rise and Fall of an International 
Smuggling Ring 

 Jay Weaver, Nick Nehamas,  
Jim Wyss, Kyra Gurney 

 9781529345308 • £14.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529345322 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529345339 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: UK + Com, ex. Can, 
exclusive Europe and ANZ

US Rights: PublicAffairs

Translation Rights: PublicAffairs

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Author lives in Florida, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Dirty Gold is a searing exposé of the booming gold mining industry and destruction of 
the land and people of Latin America. It looks closely at a small US firm in Miami that 
helped transform the city into the nation’s number one importer of gold into the United 
States. The book follows the meteoric rise and fall of a group of drug traders known 
as ‘the three amigos’ who laundered narco money through gold illegally brought 
into the US and raked in millions before they were caught. While they were making 
their millions, the humanitarian situation in Colombia, Peru, and many other countries 
deteriorated dramatically.

 



66  N@PhilipSerrell serrell.com 

 March 2021  Auctioneer . Memoir

 The well-known TV auctioneer’s 
entertaining memoir of a life under 
the hammer.

 WHAT AM I BID? WHAT AM I BID?
  Philip Serrell

 9781529396461 • £18.99 
Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529396478 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529396485 • £19.99

Most recent title: SOLD TO THE MAN 
WITH THE TIN LEG

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Worcester, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Philip Serrell has been an auctioneer for over 30 years. After a few years he was able to set up 
business on his own, establishing Philip Serrell Auctioneers and Valuers in 1995. Philip has written two 
books based on his life as a country auctioneer. He is also a regular face on many antiques television 
programmes such as Bargain Hunt and The Antiques Road Trip.

  When Philip Serrell gave up teaching to become a professional auctioneer, he thought 
he was embarking on a sensible and safe career. . . a quiet life in the country with 
no surprises. How wrong he was. From dodgy cars to fakes in the saleroom; angry 
livestock, mangled silverware and tortuous – not to mention muddy – experiences in 
local markets and farm sales, Philip has been there, done that and got the hoofprints 
on his suit to prove it.

 

© Ella Bankstone
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 February 2021  Smart Thinking . Business . Personal Development 

 A revelatory book providing a science-
based strategy to build meaningful and 
productive relationships. 

 SOCIAL CHEMISTRY SOCIAL CHEMISTRY
 Decoding the Patterns of Human Connection

 Marissa King 

 9781473689527 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473689558 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781473689565 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473689534 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
UK & Commonwealth

US Rights: Dutton 

Translation Rights:  
Brockman, Inc

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton 

Author lives in Connecticut, USA. Author 
is available for: interview, features.

 Marissa King is Professor of Organizational Behaviour at the Yale School of Management, where 
she developed and teaches a popular course entitled Managing Strategic Networks. A sociologist 
and network scientist by training, her research investigates social influence, social networks, and 
team dynamics.

 Social Chemistry will utterly transform the way you think about ‘networking’. 
Understanding the contours of your social network can dramatically enhance personal 
relationships, work life, and even your global impact. The quality and structure of 
Our relationships have far greater impact on our personal and professional lives. our 
relationships with friends, family, co-workers, neighbours, and collaborators are by far 
our greatest asset. Yet, most people leave them to chance. In this ground-breaking 
study, Marissa King argues that there are strategic ways in which we can alter our 
relationships for a happier and more fulfilling life.

 



68  N@DaveWildish P@davewildish davehamilton.co.uk 

 April 2021  Nature . Foraging . Outdoors

 How, when and where to find wild 
food in the great outdoors.

 WHERE THE WILD  WHERE THE WILD 
THINGS GROWTHINGS GROW
 A Forager’s Guide to the Landscape

 David Hamilton

 9781529351057 • £20.00 
216x153mm Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529351064 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529351088 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Author lives in Somerset, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 David Hamilton is a forager, horticulturist and explorer. He started experimenting with wild food as a 
teenager, making soup from nettles found in his family garden, and has been foraging seriously for more 
than twenty-five years. He has hitched, walked, cycled and driven all over the world in search of wild 
food and has taught Mary Berry, Ben Fogle and thousands of others how to forage. He holds a degree 
in Food Science and Nutrition and a diploma in Horticulture and leads the Guardian Masterclass on wild 
food. He is the author of Wild Ruins and The Self-Sufficientish Bible, among other books.

 Nestled by the roadside, peeking through hedgerows, hidden in the woods and 
even in city streets and parks, wild food is all around us – if you know where to look. 
Forager David Hamilton guides us through this landscape, showing us how to identify 
and prepare wild food, from sumac and mulberries to pennywort and Jack-by-the-
hedge. Along the way he delves into the forgotten history and science of wild food, 
and reveals his many foraging secrets and tricks. Beautifully illustrated and rich in 
detail, this is more than just a field guide – it is a celebration of the fragile gifts hidden 
in our landscape.
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 March 2021  History . Dinosaurs . Palaeontology

 A brilliant and eye-opening 
exploration into the frontiers of 
dinosaur discovery. 

 THE FUTURE OF  THE FUTURE OF 
DINOSAURSDINOSAURS
The Continuing Search for  
What We Don't Know 

 David Hone 

 9781473692244 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781473692251 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781473692275 • £24.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473692268 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr David Hone is a palaeontologist, writer and lecturer at Queen Mary, University of London. 
His research focuses on the behaviour and ecology of the dinosaurs and their flying relatives, the 
pterosaurs. He writes about dinosaurs for the Guardian, the Telegraph, National Geographic and 
the Huffington Post.

 Palaeontologist Dr David Hone tells us everything we know about dinosaurs – and 
everything we don’t yet know. We have made more discoveries about dinosaurs in 
the last 20 years than we have in the previous 200, and there is a wealth of cutting- 
edge research that has never been written about before, from their skin (some had 
feathers) to their extinction (the myth of the meteorite), much of which is David’s own 
personal research and discovery. In The Future of Dinosaurs Dr David Hone shows us 
the extraordinary advances in palaeontological research that are starting to fill in these 
gaps, and sets out the future of dinosaurs for the next generation.
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 April 2021  Business . Technology . Leadership

 The first ever biography of Silicon Valley’s 
legendary investor and SoftBank’s 
founder, chairman and CEO.

 AIMING HIGH AIMING HIGH
 Masayoshi Son, SoftBank, and Disrupting 
Silicon Valley

 Atsuo Inoue

 9781529338577 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529338591 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529338607 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529338584 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Tuttle-Mori Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

 Atsuo Inoue is a writer and translator from Japan. He is the author of many books, including 
Recollections of Marilyn Monroe. In 2012, he published Aiming High, the biography of Masayoshi Son, 
which became a bestseller in Japan.

 Masayoshi Son is the most powerful person in Silicon Valley. As CEO and founder 
of the Japanese investment firm, SoftBank, he has invested money in some of the 
biggest companies in recent years – WeWork, Uber, Sprint, Slack, Opendoor and 
many others. Prior to that, he was known as one of the first investors in Alibaba 
and Yahoo! Granted unprecedented access to Son, including exclusive interviews, 
the author draws on a wealth of information to create an authoritative, compelling 
narrative account of how SoftBank and its visionary and charismatic CEO is shaping 
the future of tech.

 



71 N@hugovickers hugovickers.co.uk 

 May 2021  Biography . Culture . Artists & Photographers

 The witty, perceptive diaries of Cecil 
Beaton’s authorised biographer.

 MALICE IN  MALICE IN 
WONDERLANDWONDERLAND
 My Adventures in the World of Cecil Beaton

 Hugo Vickers

 9781529338027 • £25.00 
Royal Hardback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529338041 • £25.00

Audio download:  
9781529338058 • £22.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Author lives in London, W8, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Hugo Vickers is a writer, lecturer and broadcaster, and an acknowledged expert on the British Royal 
Family. He has written biographies of the Queen Mother, Cecil Beaton, Vivien Leigh and the Duchess 
of Windsor. His recent bestsellers have included The Quest For Queen Mary and The Sphinx – the life 
of Gladys, the Duchess of Marlborough.

 Shortly before his death in 1979, the legendary Sir Cecil Beaton invited Hugo Vickers 
to be his official biographer, entrusting him with papers, diaries and access to friends, 
acquaintances and even enemies. Malice in Wonderland is a selection of Vickers’ 
diaries from this period, in which he candidly describes his encounters with some 
of the most iconic public figures of the time, including the Queen Mother, Audrey 
Hepburn and Truman Capote. More than just a look behind the scenes of Vickers’s 
bestselling biography, this is a fascinating portrait of a now-disappeared world and 
the journey of a young biographer. 
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 June 2021  Cults . Memoir

 The extraordinary memoir of a childhood 
spent in the ‘Children of God’ cult.

 REBEL REBEL
  Faith Morgan

 9781529347593 • £16.99 
Demy Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529347616 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529347623 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529347609 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Bell Lomax Agency 

Translation Rights:  
Bell Lomax Agency 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy 

Advance book proofs available on request

Author is available for: interview, features.

 Faith Morgan is a pseudonym.

  Rebel tells the story of Faith, a woman who grew up in the Children of God cult 
(known latterly as The Family). Now in her forties, Faith’s first-person narrative 
alternates between her childhood adventures, traumas and her post-cult life following 
her escape. Faith writes about how we need to look and to see what is hiding in plain 
sight. But more than this, we all need to be wiser to our own vulnerability as adults, 
our credulity and susceptibility to misinformation and our readiness to take the bait, 
when it looks like the answer.
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 June 2021  Holocaust . Oral History . The Netherlands

The moving, true story of a Jewish 
girl and her schoolfriends under 
Nazi occupation.

 AS LONG AS I HOPE   AS LONG AS I HOPE  
TO LIVETO LIVE
 Claudia Carli

 9781529385922 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529385946 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529385953 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529385939 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Author lives in Amsterdam, Netherlands. 
Author is available for: interview, features.

 Claudia Carli spent a decade researching and tracing the lives of the girls in Alie Lopes Dias's 
friendship album. She is currently Project Leader for War In My Neighbourhood, which brings elderly 
and children together around stories from World War Two. She lives in Amsterdam.

 In 1942, Alie Lopes Dias received a friendship album for her twelfth birthday. As 
the war came to Amsterdam, the album would be filled with poems and drawings 
from Alie’s family members and school-friends. Tragically, for many of them, these 
messages would be the only things left to mark their lives; Alie herself would be 
murdered at Sobibor camp. Gretha, Alie’s sister, survived and held on to the album, 
and before she died told its story to Claudia Carli. As Long As I Hope to Live brings 
to life the true story of Alie and her classmates, many of whom left her this simple 
message: ‘Don’t forget me.’
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76 #AdultVirginsAnonymous N@NicoleBurstei 

 January 2021  Romance . Humour . Friendship

 You never forget your first time.

 ADULT VIRGINS  ADULT VIRGINS 
ANONYMOUSANONYMOUS
  Amber Crewe

9781529336160 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 304pp

eBook: 9781529336177 • £8.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Diamond Kahn & Woods

Translation Rights:  
Diamond Kahn & Woods

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Advance reading copies via NetGalley

Author lives in Edgware, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Amber Crewe is the alter-ego of Nicole Burstein. Nicole completed her Creative Writing Masters with 
Birkbeck College in 2011 and has previously written two YA novels. Adult Virgins Anonymous is her 
adult debut. 

 Freddie and Kate’s respective love lives are not going to plan. Freddie has never 
even kissed a girl, while Kate’s low self-confidence has led to a non-existent dating 
life. When Kate and Freddie meet at a self-help group for adult virgins, they think they 
might just be able to help each other out so they can both get on with finding their real 
romantic destinies. But might these two have more in common than just their lack of 
experience?
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 February 2021  Supernatural . Religious Autobiography . Demonology & Satanism 

 Revelations of a life as an  
Anglican exorcist.

 DELIVERANCE DELIVERANCE
 Everyday Investigations Into Poltergeists, 
Ghosts and Other Supernatural 
Phenomena by an Anglican Priest

 Jason Bray

 9781529336252 • £20.00 
Royal Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529336269 • £20.00

Audio download:  
9781529336276 • £21.99

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Luigi Bonomi  
Associates Limited 

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Sample spreads available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Wrexham, Wales, UK. 
Author is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

Reverend Dr Jason Bray is your quintessential Anglican vicar. At St Giles’ Parish Church in 
Wrexham, he chairs council meetings over cakes, sandwiches and pot after pot of tea alongside 
the services, christenings, weddings and funerals. He is also a deliverance minister who deals with 
hauntings, ghosts, demonic possession and all things supernatural. He was a consultant on ITV’s 
Midwinter of the Spirit.

 Jason Bray is an Anglican deliverance minister, working in a field more popularly 
associated with the Roman Catholic practice of exorcism, banishing poltergeists 
and ghosts. Most famously portrayed in the 1973 hit film The Exorcist, the exorcist is 
a frightening, sometimes melodramatic figure. Deliverance minister Jason Bray, on 
the other hand, is a warm, sympathetic and humorous character who sees it as his 
mission to serve the community and help families in distress. Each true-life adventure 
is like a detective story – sometimes he truly is dealing with the supernatural, 
sometimes mental illness, or even fraud.
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 March 2021  Philosophy . Ethics & Moral Philosophy . Popular Science 

 The book that does for morals what 
Dawkins did for God.

 BEYOND BAD BEYOND BAD
 How Obsolete Morals Are Holding Us Back 

 Chris Paley 

 9781529327090 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529327106 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529327113 • £19.99

Most recent title: UNTHINK 

Exclusive territories:  
World ex US, Can

US Rights: Watson, Little

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence 

Sample spreads available on request; 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley; 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, E14, UK. 
Author is available for:  limited 
author tour on publication.

 Chris Paley holds an MSci and a PhD from the University of Cambridge. He has written for The 
Times and the Guardian and his first book, Unthink, explained why we have consciousness and was 
published in six languages. FHM wrote that Unthink would leave you ‘happier than a rabbit on a carrot 
farm’. Cardinal Cormac Murphy O’Connor described it as ‘an extraordinary, thought-provoking book.’

 Morality has held empires together, passed laws, welcomed immigrants, destroyed 
careers and governed our sex lives. But what if morality’s all meaningless rubbish, a 
malfunctioning relic of our evolutionary past? This isn’t an attack on moral codes or one 
way of thinking about ethics: it’s a call for abolishing the whole caboodle. The biggest 
challenges we face are beyond what our moral minds were designed to cope with. 
In Beyond Bad, Chris uses evolutionary psychology to show how and why morality 
emerged and outlines a new way forward in the modern world – one beyond morals. 

 



79 N@julesvet P@juliannortonvet  thenakedvet.co.uk 

March 2021  Memoirs . Veterinary Medicine . Essays & Narratives 

 A heart-warming collection of 
animal anecdotes from Channel 5’s 
Yorkshire Vet Julian Norton.

 UNITED FAUNA  UNITED FAUNA 
 More Stories from A Yorkshire Vet

 Julian Norton

 9781529378399 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529378382 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529378412 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529378405 • £14.99

Most recent title: A YORKSHIRE VET: 
THE NEXT CHAPTER 

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: MBA Literary Agents LTD

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Thirsk, Yorkshire. 
Author is available for:  events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Julian Norton has spent most of his working life as a veterinary surgeon at the practice and home 
of world-famous vet and author James Herriot. Since 2015, Julian has been involved in the hit Channel 
5 series The Yorkshire Vet as the titular character. His books tell stories – sometimes sad, often funny – 
of the interesting characters and animals he has met in and around his beloved Yorkshire.

 In Julian’s new book about his life as a mixed practice vet in bucolic Yorkshire, more 
stories unfold, with drama and excitement aplenty. Julian’s voice and humour – well 
known from his titular role in Channel 5’s long-running series The Yorkshire Vet – leaps 
out from every chapter. United Fauna is distilled into eight sections, with each one 
dedicated to separate species –from cats and dogs, to cows, sheep and llamas – 
and jam-packed with real life stories. So, grab yourself a copy, pour a glass of wine or 
a cuppa and snuggle down for heart-warming and life-affirming animal anecdotes.

 

© Gary Longbottom



80  N@hcjewell  hannahjewell.com 

May 2021 Social Science . Humour . Politics 

 Is today’s youth mollycoddled? Does 
political correctness threaten the very 
fabric of our nations?

 WE SHOULD ALL BE  WE SHOULD ALL BE 
SNOWFLAKESSNOWFLAKES
 In Praise of Offence-Taking: How 
Snowflakedom Can Change the World 
for the Better.

 Hannah Jewell 

 9781473672130 • £16.99 
Cutdown Royal Hardback • 352pp

eBook: 9781473672161 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781473672123 • £19.99

Cutdown Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781473672147 • £14.99

Most recent title:  
100 NASTY WOMEN OF HISTORY 

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: The Viney Agency

Translation Rights: The Viney Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Washington, USA. 
Author is available for:  events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Hannah Jewell is a video journalist at the Washington Post covering pop culture, politics, and more. 
She formerly worked at BuzzFeed UK, where she was known for her writing about gender and her 
satire of British and American politics. 

 Yes, and yes! comes the cry of the incensed politician, columnist, comedian and baby 
boomer. This hypersensitive snowflake generation is up in arms about silly things like 
statues of colonisers, faeces swastikas, and climate change. They make exorbitant 
requests like wondering whether a vegan option might be available, or if you could 
(please) use their correct pronouns. In response to this outrage, Hannah Jewell has 
written a book explaining why being a snowflake might not actually be a bad thing, 
providing a handy guide to how you – yes, you! – can help create a better world.

 



81 N@yeshaleymcgee P@yeshaleymcgee haleymcgee.ca 

May 2021  Personal Memoirs . Personal Finance . Love & Romance 

 Haley McGee is in debt. The solution? 
A yard sale of everything her  
ex-boyfriends have ever given her.

 THE EX-BOYFRIEND  THE EX-BOYFRIEND 
YARD SALEYARD SALE
 Finding a Formula for the Cost of Love

 Haley McGee

 9781529391497 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529391503 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529391510 • £19.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: David Godwin Associates

Translation Rights:  
David Godwin Associates

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Sample spreads available on request

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE22, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Haley McGee is an internationally acclaimed multidisciplinary artist. Her solo shows have toured to 
over 35 cities in 11 countries around the world, winning awards including Best Performance at United 
Solo NYC. Her recent show, The Ex-Boyfriend Yard Sale, premiered in London at the Camden People’s 
Theatre and is set to tour throughout America and the UK. Haley lives in London.

 An idea concocted during a panicked phone call snowballs into a one-woman 
show, with the help of a mathematician, to figure out how much all the love and the 
heartbreak is worth. Is the mixtape from your first love worth more than the typewriter 
from someone who betrayed you? What about the t-shirt from your on-off partner who 
can’t quite bring himself to admit he loves you, but has found his way back into your 
life, again? In this candid part-experiment, part-memoir Haley McGee recounts her 
romantic triumphs and failures with unflinching detail and a great deal of humour.

 

© Ruth Crafer



82  N@daisythejones P@daisyjsjones  

 June 2021  Personal Memoirs . Lesbian Studies . Popular Culture

 A personal, modern guide to the 
queer culture of women.

 ALL THE THINGS   ALL THE THINGS  
SHE SAIDSHE SAID
 Everything I Know About the Modern  
Culture of Queer Women

 Daisy Jones 

 9781529328035 • £18.99 
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529328066 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529328028 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Madeleine Milburn Literary, 
TV & Film Agency

Translation Rights: Madeleine Milburn 
Literary, TV & Film Agency

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in East London. 
Author is available for:  events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Daisy Jones is a journalist and editor, writing about LGBTQ culture, UK nightlife, music and popular 
culture. She worked as Music Editor at Dazed & Confused before becoming Managing Editor of 
Noisey at VICE. Daisy has had her work appear in the Guardian, VICE, i-D, Dazed and Refinery29, and 
more DIY publications like Polyester zine and HUCK. She’s spoken on various panels about LGBTQ 
issues, music and journalism.

 All the Things She Said explores the nature of queerness and queer culture from 
the dingy basement clubs of east London to the glamour of award-winning shows 
like Killing Eve, showing the multifaceted nature of ‘being a lesbian’ in all its glory. 
Here journalist Daisy Jones unpicks outdated stereotypes and shows how lesbian 
culture has emerged into the mainstream. Daisy explores this new understanding of 
queerness through personal experiences, speaking with many others and by looking 
at music, TV and film, dating and mental health and how they all serve to create and 
reveal a new language and culture.

 



83#SuddenlyThatSummer N@lizziebyron P@lizziebyronauthor tanyabyrne.com/lizziebyron 

 June 2021  Romance . Humour . Holidays

 The new novel by Someday at  
Christmas author Lizzie Byron. 

SUDDENLY THAT SUDDENLY THAT 
SUMMERSUMMER
  Lizzie Byron

 9781529360349 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 400pp

eBook: 9781529360356 • £8.99

Most recent title:  
SOMEDAY AT CHRISTMAS

Exclusive territories: World ex US, Can

US Rights: Rogers, Coleridge & White

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Steven Cooper 

Advance reading copies via NetGalley

Author lives in Brighton, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Lizzie Byron is a pen-name for award-winning YA author Tanya Byrne. Born in London, she now lives 
in Brighton with her dog Frida. Her adult debut, Someday at Christmas, published in 2020. 

 Nora’s world is falling apart: she’s just lost out on her dream job at the Tate, her 
boyfriend Alfie is dumping her to go to New York, and her beloved uncles are moving 
to start a B&B in Pidwell, Cornwall. So when they extend the invitation to Nora to spend 
the summer with them, she jumps at the chance. As she discovers, life in the Cornish 
countryside isn’t particularly glamorous – but as Nora strikes up a relationship with 
neighbour Sendhil, she finds it increasingly hard to imagine herself anywhere else . . . 

 



84  N@AliceOKeeffe  

 June 2021  Political Fiction . Contemporary Romance 

Their ideals brought them together, 
but how closely should you follow 
your heart? 

 SKYLARK SKYLARK
  Alice O’Keeffe

 9781529303407 • £17.99  
Demy Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529303414 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529303384 • £19.99

Most recent title: ON THE UP 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton 

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Brighton, England. 
Author is available for:  events 
and signings to be confirmed.

 Alice O’Keeffe is a freelance writer and editor. Her work has appeared in the Guardian, Observer and 
New Statesman. As of March 2020 she has been a columnist for the New Statesman, detailing her life 
as a parent under lockdown during the Covid-19 crisis. She lives in Brighton with her husband and 
two children.

 It is the mid-nineties. Free-spirited Skylark is an anti-roads activist, set on making 
the world a better place. Trapped in an unhappy relationship, she meets handsome 
and dependable Dan, a fellow rebel whose love and support turns her life around. 
But over time she starts to wonder: is Dan quite who he says he is? Drawing on real 
stories that emerged as part of the Spycops scandal, Skylark looks at the legacy 
of Britain’s undercover policing of environmental protest. At its heart lie universal 
questions: how well do we ever know the people we love? Can love be true, even 
when based on deception?

 

© Moose Azim
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 January 2021  Psychology . Self-Help . Health

 Harness the power of stress without 
letting it take over.

 THE LITTLE STRESS- THE LITTLE STRESS-
RELIEF WORKBOOKRELIEF WORKBOOK
 Decrease your Stress Levels and  
Enhance your Life

 Jess Henley

 9781780592855 • £8.99 
13.97 x 1.27 x 15.88 cm  
Trade Paperback • 192pp

eBook: 9781780592862 • £8.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, SE22, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Jess Henley has been working as a psychotherapist for the past ten years and runs her own private 
practice in London. Her approach is integrative, combining the power and information of the body and 
the mind to help her clients unravel the jumble in their lives and find clarity, strength and peace. She is 
a published journalist and writes a regular therapy column.

 Stress is part and parcel of modern-day life but for some it can be debilitating. This 
practical pocket guide is packed full of guidance, techniques and exercises to help 
you stop stress in its tracks. Written by an experienced therapist with hundreds of 
real-life cases to draw from, this helpful little book could be your ticket to a calmer, 
more fulfilled life.

 



87 city-psychology.co.uk 

 February 2021  Psychology . Self-Help . Health

 Break free from bad habits 
and live the life you want.

 THE LITTLE ANXIETY  THE LITTLE ANXIETY 
WORKBOOKWORKBOOK
 Take Back Control With Mindfulness, 
Compassion and Meaningful Action

 Dr Michael Sinclair &  
Dr Elena Gil-Rodriguez  
with Dr Michael Eisen

 9781780592770 • £8.99 
13.97 x 1.27 x 15.88 cm  
Trade Paperback • 192pp

eBook: 9781780592787 • £8.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, EC2M, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 The authors are registered psychologists and internationally renowned therapists. Dr Michael 
Sinclair has written seven self-help books including Mindfulness for Busy People (now in its second 
edition) and The Little ACT Workbook. He is regularly interviewed by the media on topics relating to 
psychological wellbeing. 

 Anxiety is a painful place to be – but you don’t have to stay there. This pocket guide 
is designed to help you break free from anxiety and move towards the life you want. 
Uniquely practical, The Little Anxiety Workbook is packed full of guidance, techniques 
and exercises to help you leave behind destructive habits and learn new ways of 
responding to your thoughts and feelings. Written by three registered psychologists 
and experienced therapists, and illustrated with examples drawn from their many 
years of practice, this invaluable guide will help you navigate your way out of the dark 
and build a more fulfilling life.

 



88  bakerstreettherapy.com 

 February 2021  Psychology . Self-Help . Health

 A well-researched and 
approachable guide to 
addressing self-esteem issues.

 THE LITTLE SELF- THE LITTLE SELF-
ESTEEM WORKBOOKESTEEM WORKBOOK
 Boost Your Confidence And Get More 
Out Of Life

 Samantha Carbon

 9781780592824 • £8.99 
13.97 x 1.27 x 15.88 cm  
Trade Paperback • 192pp

eBook: 9781780592831 • £8.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in London, W1U, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Samantha Carbon is a psychotherapist, clinical supervisor and coach who supports individuals 
in reducing their stress, anxieties and addictions. Samantha has written for numerous publications 
including the Huffington Post, Psychologies, the Daily Telegraph and Stylist, among others. She has 
authored and published two other books: All That Glitters (2010) and Sons and Daughters: A View to 
Understanding Transgender Issues (2017).

 At different points in our lives we all suffer from self-esteem problems. Perhaps we’re 
dissatisfied with our looks or our job. Maybe we judge ourselves too harshly, or struggle 
with the constant feeling that we’re just not good enough. This uniquely practical pocket 
guide is packed full of guidance, techniques and exercises to help you explore your 
self-esteem issues and break free of the bad habits that affect your quality of life. Written 
by an experienced therapist with hundreds of real-life cases to draw from, this helpful 
little book could be your ticket to a more confident and fulfilled life. 
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 February 2021  Hard Science Fiction . Global Warming & Climate Change

An environmental thriller 
examining what hope might look 
like in the face of climate collapse 

 GHOST SPECIES GHOST SPECIES
  James Bradley

 9781529358100 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529358094

  Exclusive territories:  
World English Language, ex ANZ

US Rights: Hodder Studio

Translation Rights:  
Hamish Hamilton AUS

Serial Rights:  
Hodder Studio

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Sydney, Australia. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
events and signings to be confirmed.

 James Bradley is the author of four novels, Wrack, The Deep Field, The Resurrectionist, which was 
chosen as a Richard and Judy 2008 Summer Read, and Clade, and a book of poetry, Paper Nautilus. 
His books have won or been shortlisted for a number of major Australian and international literary 
awards and have been widely translated.

In a struggle between hubris versus hope, against the backdrop of rapidly escalating 
climate catastrophe, scientists Kate Larkin and Jay Gunesekera are recruited by 
tech billionaire and mogul Davis Hucken to the forests of Tasmania, Australia. His 
Foundation’s mission is not only halting the effects of climate change, but also to 
re-engineer and reverse the damage through the ambitious process of resurrecting 
species lost to the Earth over time, including the Neanderthals. But when the child 
Eve is born, Kate's role as scientist, and mother, forces her to ask what really makes 
us, and Eve, human?

 



91#ImprovYourLife N@IAmPippaEvans P@iampippaevans V PippaEvans pippaevans.com 

 February 2021  Self Help . Performing Arts

 Life doesn’t come with a script 
– embrace your creativity for a 
happier life! 

 IMPROV YOUR LIFE IMPROV YOUR LIFE
 An Improviser’s Guide to Embracing 
Whatever Life Throws at You.

 Pippa Evans

 9781529344851 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529344868 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529344875 • £19.99

 

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Sample spreads available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SW8, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Pippa Evans is an award-winning comedian, songwriter and improviser. She is Assistant Artistic 
Director of Olivier award-winning Showstopper! The Improvised Musical and was part of the creative 
team behind Dolly Parton’s 9 to 5 The Musical in the UK. She has had numerous appearances on 
shows such as Just a Minute and The Now Show. Pippa’s television work includes Tonight at the 
Palladium and Gareth Malone’s All Star Music Quiz. 

 Pippa Evans is an expert in saying Yes – and No. She’s a master of thinking on her 
feet but has also had to learn how to go with the flow. In this book she’s passing on 
everything she’s learnt from her award-winning improv career, as both a performer 
and teacher, so you can take centre stage in your own life. It’s dangerous, being 
yourself, but let’s just take it one step at a time – so take a breath and get ready to 
say YES!

 



92  N@lizuvie  ft.com/elizabeth-uviebinene 

March/ 
April 2021  Business Ethics & Social Responsibility . Office & Workplace

 Why isn’t work working? Everyone 
wants to know what the future of 
work is. This is the answer.

THE RESETTHE RESET
Work isn't Working, What's Next?  
Control Work, Control Life.

  Elizabeth Uviebinené

9781529347432 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529347470 • £16.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529347487 •£14.99 

Audio download: 
9781529347449 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Audio clips available on request

Author lives in London, CR0, UK. Author 
is available for: interview and features.

 Elizabeth Uviebinené is the award-winning co-author of the critically acclaimed bestseller Slay 
In Your Lane and is a columnist at the Financial Times where she writes about business culture. As 
a strategist, she has worked with brands such as Nike and Bumble. She was one of the Evening 
Standard’s most influential people in London, and received a Marie Claire Future Shaper award. She 
has been recognised by The Dots as a woman ‘Redefining the Creative Industry’.

Why isn’t Work Working?
Elizabeth Uviebinené has been writing about office culture since long before this crisis. 
But even she doesn’t know how radical the impact will be. Yet in this audio-original, 
Elizabeth interviews inspiring thinkers to provide a unique perspective on work and life.

Ideas to Change How We Work and Live
In this Hardback, Elizabeth condenses everything she has learned into a blueprint for a 
new way of working. This book starts with a small question, Can I change how I work? 
And ends up with a much larger one – Can changing how we work change the world?

 



93#BodyOfStars N@LauraMaylene P@LauraMaylene lauramaylenewalter.com 

 March 2021  Literary Fiction . Dystopian Fiction . Women’s Fiction

 Welcome to a world where women own 
the future but not their own bodies.

 BODY OF STARS BODY OF STARS
  Laura Maylene Walter

 9781529349191 • £14.99 
Royal Hardback • 368pp

eBook: 9781529349221 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529349238 • £20.00

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529349207 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Dutton

Translation Rights: Dutton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

 Sample spreads available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in Cleveland, Ohio, USA.

 Laura Maylene Walter has written for Poets & Writers, Kenyon Review, The Sun, Ninth Letter, and 
many others. She has been a Tin House Scholar, a recipient of the Ohioana Library Association’s 
Walter Rumsey Marvin Grant, and a writer-in-residence at Yaddo, the Chautauqua Institution, and Art 
Omi: Writers. Laura is currently a writer and editor for Cleveland Public Library, serves as Editor-in-
Chief of Gordon Square Review, and blogs for the Kenyon Review.

 Like every woman, Celeste Morton holds a map of the future in her skin, every mole 
and freckle a clue to unlocking what will come to pass. Celeste’s brother Miles 
dreams of becoming an interpreter and Celeste’s markings have always been his 
practice ground. When Celeste’s marks change, she learns a devastating secret 
about her brother’s future that she must keep to herself – but Miles is keeping a secret 
too and when the lies of brother and sister collide, Celeste determines to create a 
future that is truly her own.

 



94  N@rubytandoh P@Ruby.tandoh  

 March 2021 Cakes . Baking . TV . Celebrity Chef Cookbooks

 Invite Ruby into your kitchen,  
and learn to bake.

 BREAKING EGGS BREAKING EGGS
 An Audio Guide to Baking

 Ruby Tandoh

 9781529363937 • £3.99 
MP3

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Audio clips available on request

Author lives in London, SE1, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features.

 Ruby Tandoh is a food writer who has been published in the Guardian, the New Yorker, Taste, Elle 
and Vice. She’s the author of Eat Up: Food, Appetite and Eating What You Want and two cookbooks – 
Crumb and Flavour. She currently lives in London, and was a finalist on The Great British Bake Off.

 In this innovative audio experience, Ruby Tandoh will guide listeners through easy 
recipes, providing step-by-step instructions alongside musings and meditations on 
food and life. With each chapter devoted to a recipe, from Starlight Cookies to Cherry 
Galette, Ruby will provide careful and clear instructions that explain what each step 
should look, feel and smell like. The first audio recipe book of its kind.

 



95 N@kiteaton P@kiteaton Kiteaton.com 

 April 2021 Impact Of Science & Technology On Society . Popular Science

 What the f*ck is 5G and how  
does it work?

 WHAT THE F*CK   WHAT THE F*CK  
IS 5G?IS 5G?
  Kit Eaton

 9781529350883 • £9.99 
A format Hardback • 112pp

eBook: 9781529350890 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781529350906 • £9.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Manuscript available

Author lives in Lisbon, Portugal. 
Author is available for:  interview, 
feature, radio broadcast, TV.

 Kit Eaton was once told by a teacher that he would become a writer so, contrarily, he qualified as 
a scientist, then pursued a few completely different careers until he’d developed a serious enough 
coffee addiction and owned enough cats to finally pick up a pen. Now, full of eclectic ideas, he loves 
writing about tech, science, and all sorts of other things. One day he plans on going to Mars.

 Tin-foil-hat conspiracy theorists have unwittingly popularised this newest version 
of telecommunications. I know, yawn, it’s hard to see why we should care about 
networks. But believe it or not, 5G is going to change your life. Though it seems like 
phones are only good for TikTok and texting, 5G has the power to revolutionise how we 
interact with public spaces from concerts and gigs to coffee shops, paving the way for 
virtual and augmented reality; the missing link to push us into the future of self-driving 
cars and VR. And, of course, we’ll discuss why 5G doesn’t cause coronavirus.
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 April 2021 Impact Of Science & Technology On Society . Popular Science

 What the f*ck is the Cloud and how  
does it work?

 WHAT THE F*CK IS   WHAT THE F*CK IS  
THE CLOUD?THE CLOUD?
  Kit Eaton

 9781529350852 • £9.99 
A format Hardback • 112pp

eBook: 9781529350869 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781529350876 • £9.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Sample material available on request

Author lives in Lisbon, Portugal. 
Author is available for: interview, 
feature, radio broadcast, TV.

 Kit Eaton was once told by a teacher that he would become a writer so, contrarily, he qualified as 
a scientist, then pursued a few completely different careers until he’d developed a serious enough 
coffee addiction and owned enough cats to finally pick up a pen. Now, full of eclectic ideas, he loves 
writing about tech, science, and all sorts of other things. One day he plans on going to Mars.

 Everyone likes to talk about ‘The Cloud’, you hear it casually thrown around at work 
or slightly nerdier drinks parties. People joke with increasing dis-ease about this 
mysterious entity where all our data is stored, accessible at the click of a button from 
anywhere on Earth. But what even is The Cloud? We’ll take readers on a journey from 
the very first iterations of the internet that we know and (sometimes) love, to issues of 
data collection and storage (weren’t we all fooled by the ‘ten years on’ social media 
trend?) and that mysterious place where The Cloud actually lives.
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 April 2021  Impact Of Science & Technology On Society . Popular Science

 What the f*ck is the Dark Web and  
how does it work?

 WHAT THE F*CK IS   WHAT THE F*CK IS  
THE DARK WEB?THE DARK WEB?
  Kit Eaton

 9781529350791 • £9.99 
A format Hardback • 112pp

eBook: 9781529350807 • £9.99

Audio download:  
9781529350814 • £9.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Sample material available on request

Author lives in Lisbon, Portugal. 
Author is available for: interview, 
feature, radio broadcast, TV.

 Kit Eaton was once told by a teacher that he would become a writer so, contrarily, he qualified as 
a scientist, then pursued a few completely different careers until he’d developed a serious enough 
coffee addiction and owned enough cats to finally pick up a pen. Now, full of eclectic ideas, he loves 
writing about tech, science, and all sorts of other things. One day he plans on going to Mars.

 We’ve all heard about 4Chan; Silk Road; Cryptocurrency. But did you know that 
Facebook and the BBC also exist on the dark web? This ubiquitous technology, ‘the 
internet’ that we use all the time, is a complete mystery. Join us on an adventure from 
the birth of the internet, to the nefarious deeds people use the dark web for (like hiring 
hitmen) to the surprisingly positive things it offers. Over half of us can’t remember a 
time before the internet – for those who do, it’s increasingly difficult to imagine life 
without it. It’s about time we understood more about it.
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 May 2021  Sex & Sexuality . Sex Manuals . Memoirs

 A candid, funny conversation about what 
happens when sex isn’t working.

 MY BROKEN VAGINA MY BROKEN VAGINA
 One Woman's Journey to Solve Sex

 Fran Bushe

 9781529347647 • £16.99 
Royal Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529347661 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529347678 • £19.99

Royal Trade Paperback: 
9781529347654 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Veronique Norton

Sample spreads available on request 
Advance book proofs available from  
mid-November

Author lives in London, W19, UK. 
Author is available for:  interview, 
features, festival appearances, local 
events, touring within the UK.

 Fran Bushe is an award-winning comedian, writer and performer. She has had sold-out runs of her 
multi-award-winning show Ad Libido, and wrote The Diary of My Broken Vagina for Channel 4 Comedy. 
Her candid approach to discussing sex and pleasure has led to her appearing on BBC Woman’s 
Hour, Cosmopolitan and Jameela Jamil’s I Weigh. In 2018 she won Performer of the Year at the Sexual 
Freedom Awards.

 Imagine if every time you tried to have sex, all you experienced was pain. Extreme 
pain. Everyone’s told you that it’s supposed to hurt the first time, but surely this feeling 
of excruciating agony can’t be normal. This is an experience shared by almost half of 
all women at some point during their lives. My Broken Vagina is one woman’s darkly 
comic, honest, poignant quest to fix her sex life, but it’s also the story of millions of 
women the world over.
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 June 2021  Women’s Fiction . Humorous Fiction . Contemporary Romance

 The stars are not in position – and 
Krystal Waite is determined to 
make them fall in line.

 WHAT PLANET CAN I  WHAT PLANET CAN I 
BLAME THIS ON?BLAME THIS ON?
  Ellie Pilcher

 9781529363722 • £8.99 
B format Paperback • 352pp

eBook: 9781529363708 • £8.99

Audio download:  
9781529363715 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: 

Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Niamh Anderson

Advance reading copies via Netgalley 
Advance book proofs available on request

Author lives in London, SE12, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Ellie Pilcher is a writer based in south London. She works in book publishing and is a freelance 
journalist regularly featured on BBC Radio 5 Live, the Telegraph, Huffington Post and many others. 
She also runs a careers, books and lifestyle blog called EllesBellesNotebook, and is a public speaker 
on topics including social media, zero waste lifestyle and career growth.

 Krystal’s life has never been worse as she approaches her twenty-ninth birthday 
and now her friend is muttering the dreaded words: Saturn’s Return – when Saturn 
returns to the position it was in on the day of your birth and everything goes to shit. 
Krystal has never bought into astrology but maybe it’s time to re-evaluate – because 
if the stars got her into this mess, they’re the way out of it. Loaded with crystals, 
horoscopes, tarot cards and a carefully aligned chakra or two, Krystal’s waging a war 
against the planets in a fight for her future that she’s determined to win.

 

© Richard Grebby at RGStudios
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 June 2021  Mystery & Detective . Cosy Crime . Female Sleuth

 In the sleepy village of Little Cote, the 
smallest rivalry can turn deadly. . .

 THE MURDERS AT  THE MURDERS AT 
FOXGLOVE CLOSEFOXGLOVE CLOSE
 A Nosy Neighbour Mystery

 Rose Temple

 9781529360165 • £3.99 
eBook • 256pp

eBook: 9781529360165 • £3.99

Audio download:  
9781529360172 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: TBC

Sample spreads available on request 
Advance reading copies via Netgalley

Author lives in Hampshire, UK. 
Author is available for: interview, 
features, local events.

 Rose Temple worked as a journalist for many years before joining Hampshire Constabulary as a 
rural beat officer. She lives in a village on the south coast of England.

 Police Officer Jemima Cotton expected Little Cote to be a quieter pace of life. But, 
unlike London, everyone knows everyone, and beyond the cake sales and coffee 
mornings, tea parties and village fetes, the neighbours aren’t all the best of friends. 
When the lonely gentleman at the end of the road is murdered, Jemima discovers that 
here in Little Cote, underneath the surface, tensions bubble away, and the smallest 
vendetta can erupt into full blown murder. . . And Jemima finds she’s caught right in 
the middle of it all.
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102 #ThePlantBasedDietRevolution N@dralandesmond M dralandesmond P@dr.alandesmond alandesmond.com 

 January 2021  Cooking . Health & Fitness . Vegan

 Leading Gastroenterologist Dr Alan 
Desmond and Chef Bob Andrew show 
you how to transform your health by 
switching to a wholefood plant-based 
diet in just 28 days.

 THE PLANT-BASED  THE PLANT-BASED 
DIET REVOLUTIONDIET REVOLUTION
 28 Days to a Happier Gut and  
a Healthier You

 Dr Alan Desmond & Bob Andrew

 9781529308686 • £20.00 
246 x 189mm Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529310177 • £20.00

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Devon, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances,   local events.

 Dr Alan Desmond is a consultant gastroenterologist and a well-known figure in the gut health 
medical world, with excellent connections in the plant-based community – he appears on podcasts, 
the Plant-based News TV channel and runs gut health courses with Happy Pear. He has his own 
private practice, The Devon Gut Clinic. 

 Dr Alan Desmond shares new evidence-based findings on optimal gut health that 
show how eating a plant-based wholefood diet can dramatically improve your overall 
health. Once you’ve experienced how satisfying it is to enjoy flavourful dishes such as 
Quick Banana And Blueberry Pancakes, Spicy Tofu Rolls, Butter Bean & Chard Dhal 
and Carrot Cake Bites, try Dr Desmond’s 28-day plan – commit to 28 days thriving on 
plants. The ‘28-day Revolution’ provides the shopping lists, practical tips and dietitian-
approved meal plans you’ll need to experience the many benefits of a completely 
plant-based diet for yourself.
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 February 2021  Family . Self-Help . Estrangement

 The first major book to address the issue 
of family estrangement.

 FAULT LINES FAULT LINES
 Fractured Families and How to Mend Them

 Dr Karl Pillemer

 9781529349993 • £16.99 
Royal Trade Paperback • 288pp

eBook: 9781529351484 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529348507 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Avery

Translation Rights: Avery

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Advance reading copies available  
on request

Author lives in Ithaca, NY, USA.

 Dr Karl Pillemer is an internationally recognised family sociologist. He is Hazel Reed Professor of 
Human Development at Cornell University. Dr Pillemer specialises in studying family and is a pioneer 
in examining how families contain and cope with powerful, conflicting emotions. He has authored 
more than 150 scientific publications and is a Fellow of the Gerontological Society of America.

 Family estrangement is a universal issue that can have devastating effects across 
decades and even generations. Fault Lines is a rare and much-needed guide to 
this hidden epidemic by Dr Karl Pillemer, who led the first major study of family 
estrangement ever conducted in the US. Drawing on hundreds of in-depth interviews 
with over a thousand individuals, Fault Lines reveals their experiences and the 
successful strategies of those who found ways to repair rifts or live peacefully with the 
consequences when nothing can be done, offering hope to those broken families who 
need it the most. 
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 February 2021  Diet & Nutrition . Healthy Living . Weight Loss

 12-time New York Times bestselling 
author Dr Mark Hyman presents 
his unique pegan diet (paleo and 
vegan) – including meal plans, 
recipes, and shopping lists.

 THE PEGAN DIET THE PEGAN DIET
 Combine Paleo and Vegan to Stay Fit,  
Happy and Healthy for Life

 Dr Mark Hyman

 9781529329421 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 272pp

eBook: 9781529330915 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529341331 • £19.99

Most recent title: FOOD FIX

Exclusive territories:  
Intercompany US

US Rights: Little, Brown Spark

Translation Rights:  
Little, Brown Spark

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in New York, USA. 
Author available for: interviews

 Dr Mark Hyman is Head of Strategy and Innovation at the Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional 
Medicine, Founder and Director of The Ultra-Wellness Center and host of the health podcast The 
Doctor’s Farmacy. An internationally respected physician, researcher, educator, activist, and author, he 
has dedicated his life to ensuring optimal health for all. He is the bestselling author of numerous books, 
including Food Fix, Eat Fat, Get Thin, The Blood Sugar Solution and Food: WTF Should I Eat?

 With The Pegan Diet, a food-is-medicine approach, Mark Hyman explains how to take 
the best aspects of the paleo diet (good fats, limited refined carbs, limited sugar) and 
combine them with the vegan diet (lots and lots of fresh, healthy veggies) to create a 
delicious diet that is not only good for your brain and your body, but also good for the 
planet. Featuring 30 recipes, and plenty of infographics illustrating the concepts, The 
Pegan Diet offers a balanced and easy-to-follow approach to eating that will help you 
get, and stay, fit, healthy, focused, and happy – for life.
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 March 2021  Mind, Body & Spirit . Mysticism . Religion & Spirituality

 The Truth about Angels is the 
ultimate practical guide to 
connecting with celestial beings.

 THE TRUTH ABOUT  THE TRUTH ABOUT 
ANGELSANGELS
 Decoding The Secret World and Language  
of the Afterlife

 Theresa Cheung

 9781529341423 • £12.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529341430 • £12.99

Audio download:  
9781529341447 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Born into a family of psychics and spiritualists, Theresa Cheung has been researching and writing 
about dreams, spirituality, paranormal, heaven and the afterlife for 25 years. Her mission has always 
been to make spirituality and mysticism engaging, credible and mainstream. Theresa has appeared 
on Coast to Coast AM and the Today morning show in Australia and has run webinars and instastories 
for Anthropologie, Beauty Box and Thinx.

The Truth About Angels is the one book you need to help you discover the celestial 
beings around you and learn how to connect deeply within yourself to decode the angel-
sent messages. Bestselling spiritual author, Theresa Cheung reveals the truth about 
angels, including her doubts and hopes as well as championing us all to make direct 
communication with angels rather than becoming dependent on psychics or mediums. 
Most important of all, she encourages readers to stop looking outside themselves for 
angels and to look within. The journey to discovering the angel within – following no one 
but yourself – is the real truth of angels – and the tone and hopeful legacy of this book. 
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 March 2021  Mind Body Spirit . Astrology . Journaling 

 A beautiful, interactive journal to guide 
readers on their journey through the moon 
cycles and reap the incredible benefits.

 THE LUNAR LIVING  THE LUNAR LIVING 
JOURNALJOURNAL
 A Guided Moon Journal to Help You 
Find Joy and Purpose.

 Kirsty Gallagher

 9781529360226 • £14.99 
B format Hardback • 224pp

 Most recent title: LUNAR LIVING

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Advance reading copies are available

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Kirsty Gallagher is a moon mentor, life coach, yoga teacher, meditation teacher and Sunday Times 
bestselling author. She has been sharing the benefits of the moon for ten years through classes, 
workshops and corporate sessions and has taught over 80 worldwide retreats. She is the founder 
of online sisterhood Lunar Living and is also a regular contributor for wellness press, and has been 
featured in print publications, including You Magazine, Women’s Health and Spirit and Destiny, as well 
as appearing on The Chris Evans Breakfast Show and This Morning.

 From bestselling author Kirsty Gallagher comes The Lunar Living Journal. Kirsty’s 
moon journal prompts you to set goals and intentions in tune with the moon phases. 
The act of journaling is an exceptional mindfulness tool; putting pen to paper and 
writing down your thoughts, affirmations, worries, whatever comes to mind, is a 
powerful and therapeutic practice. This journal can be started at any point in the year 
and will encourage you to sit down and find a moment of calm. It will help you to 
pause, think about what you want in life, figure out what is working for you and what 
isn’t and how to navigate the challenges that life brings.
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 March 2021  Self-Help . Personal Development . Mental Health

 A practical and invaluable resource 
for sensitive people who seek to 
fully embrace their gift of empathy 
in today’s fear-based world.

 SENSITIVE IS THE NEW  SENSITIVE IS THE NEW 
STRONGSTRONG
 The Power of Empaths in an Increasingly 
Harsh World

 Anita Moorjani

 9781529356069 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529356083 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529356090 • £19.99

 Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can

US Rights: Simon and Schuster 

Translation Rights: Simon and Schuster

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Manuscript available to read 

Author lives in USA. Author is 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Anita Moorjani is the New York Times bestselling author of Dying To Be Me and What If This Is 
Heaven? Dying To Be Me has sold millions of copies worldwide and has been translated into 45 
languages. Anita was born in Singapore to Indian parents and grew up in Hong Kong speaking 
English, Cantonese, and an Indian dialect simultaneously. 

 International speaker, cancer survivor and bestselling author Anita Moorjani 
astounded fans across the globe with Dying To Be Me, about her life-changing near-
death experience. Now she returns with Sensitive Is the New Strong, a powerful book 
on harnessing and fostering empathic gifts in today’s difficult world. Empaths not 
only sense other people’s emotions, but also absorb them, leading to overwhelming 
sensory overload and feelings of low self-esteem. But Anita argues that it’s possible 
to turn this emotional burden into a useful tool. Filled with eye-opening personal 
anecdotes, insights from empaths, meditations and self-affirming mantras, Sensitive 
Is the New Strong is an empowering book that reveals the positive power of sensitivity.
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 March 2021  Inspiration & Personal Growth . Self-Help . Happiness

 A crucial intervention for a society 
heading in the wrong direction, offering 
a new way to live in the modern age.

 HAPPY SEXY  HAPPY SEXY 
MILLIONAIREMILLIONAIRE
 Unexpected Truths about Fulfilment,  
Love and Success

 Steven Bartlett

 9781529301496 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529396508 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529305104 • £19.99

Demy Trade Paperback: 
9781529393255 • £14.99

 Exclusive territories: World

US Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies available

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Steven Bartlett is the co-founder of Social Chain – a leading, social-first marketing agency that uses 
owned media, marketing and technology to build social brands. From a bedroom in Manchester, this 
university drop-out built the group’s two flagship companies – Social Chain and Media Chain – at just 
22. An award-winning entrepreneur with over 30 accolades, including Great British Entrepreneur of the 
Year and Most Influential Agency Figure 2018, Steven is a speaker, investor and content creator.

Entrepreneur, social influencer with over a million followers, CEO of Global Marketing 
Company and 'Forbes 30 Under 30', Steven Bartlett challenges widely accepted 
and damaging clichés about happiness, love and success, and replaces them with 
bold, science-backed principles for thriving at modern life. Steven teaches us how to 
achieve personal success without losing sight of the things that make life worthwhile 
and meaningful. From social media to comparison culture, relationships to failure, 
Steven shares his inspiring story and will help us attain true fulfilment in our modern, 
hyper-connected culture.
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 April 2021  Self-Help . House & Home . Interior Design

 Declutter, detox and organise your 
home for a happier, calmer life.

 STYLE SISTERS STYLE SISTERS
 Helping You Live An 
Organised & Stylish Life

 Charlotte Reddington &  
Gemma Lilly

 9781529347258 • £16.99 
216x153 Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529347265 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529347272 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Jenny Platt

Author lives in Essex, UK. Authors 
are available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events. 

 Just two years ago, busy mums Gemma Lilly and Charlotte Reddington decided to join their 
fashion and interior heads together to form a unique service to organise homes with some serious 
style. Since starting their business, they have been featured in the Telegraph and Hello magazine and 
have been on This Morning twice. They have a legion of celebrity fans and over 200k cult followers, 
and clients include Amanda Holden, Alexandra Burke and Rochelle Humes.

 In their debut book, Style Sisters, Gemma and Charlotte show us how to stylishly 
organise and declutter our homes to reap the incredible visual and emotional benefits. 
Their aim is to make you feel good, equip you with a timeless approach to cutting 
out the clutter that weighs you down and make room for clarity, amidst the chaos of 
life. Packed with their top tips and tricks, home hacks, timed detox challenges and a 
sprinkling of their hilarious and heart-warming anecdotes from their job, Style Sisters 
will put you on the path to living a stylish and organised life.
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 April 2021  Personal Development . Emotions . Happiness

 Fusing the very best of self-help, 
science and spirituality, Happy Not 
Perfect teaches us how to shift our 
emotional wellbeing into a happier, 
balanced and less anxious state.

 HAPPY NOT PERFECT HAPPY NOT PERFECT
 Upgrade Your Mind, Challenge Your Thoughts 
and Free Yourself From Anxiety

 Poppy Jamie

 9781529339161 • £14.99 
Demy Hardback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529339178 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529339185 • £19.99

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Penguin Books, USA

Translation Rights: Penguin Books, USA

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Advance reading copies are available

Author lives in south London, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Poppy Jamie became the youngest television host at ITN while still at university. After graduating she 
moved to Los Angeles to work with MTV and ITV and later launched Pillow Talk with Poppy, Snapchat’s 
first chat show. In 2015, Happy Not Perfect was born out of a clear need for a tool to deal with anxiety. 
While developing this she co-founded accessories brand Pop & Suki with actress Suki Waterhouse. 
The brand celebrates the meaning of friendship. Poppy delivered TEDx talk ‘Addicted to likes’ in 2016, 
which focused on the harmful effect social media has on our mental health. In 2017, Forbes named 
Poppy one of their 30 under 30s.

 Happy Not Perfect is a solution-based toolkit for millennial anxiety grounded in 
science from leading experts in meditation, breath work and neuroplasticity, it will 
armour us with the emotional skills to recalibrate our overrunning minds, challenge 
our negative thoughts and swim to mental clarity. Her personal, yet practical take on 
how to deal with the growing pains, failures and struggles that come with venturing 
into adulthood will teach us how to manage stress and put our mental health first. 
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May 2021  Food Industry . Nutrition . Health & Healing

 It’s not what you eat that’s 
damaging your health, it’s how that 
food is ‘made’. The truth behind 
ultra-processed food that the food 
industry doesn’t want you to know.

 METABOLICAL METABOLICAL
The Truth About Processed Food and 
How It Poisons People and the Planet

Robert H Lustig, MD, MSL

 9781529350074 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529350098 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529350081 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperWave

Translation Rights: HarperWave

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Author lives in San Francisco, USA.

 Dr Robert Lustig is an internationally recognised paediatric neuroendocrinologist, who specialises 
in the regulation of energy balance by the central nervous system. His research and clinical practice 
has focused on childhood obesity and diabetes. He believes the food business, by pushing 
processed food loaded with sugar, has hacked our bodies and minds to pursue pleasure instead of 
happiness, fostering today’s epidemics of addiction and depression. 

 In the hard-hitting tradition of his New York Times bestseller Fat Chance, which 
revealed the dangers of sugar, Dr Lustig presents a stark exposé of how our addiction 
to processed foods is behind the lethal increase in major non-communicable 
diseases, including diabetes, cancer and dementia. We accepted that these chronic 
diseases are part of the ‘natural ageing process’, but this is not true. The solution on 
both a personal and societal level is a return to unprocessed food and Dr Lustig offers 
a plan to heal and restore our own health and wellbeing with real food, and in the 
process boost our immunity to viruses like Covid-19.
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 May 2021  Health & Beauty . Healing . Alternative Therapies

 The first trade book showing how 
to harness the power of lymphatic 
massage for self-healing.

 THE BOOK OF LYMPH THE BOOK OF LYMPH
Self-Care Practices to Enhance  
Immunity, Health and Beauty

 Lisa Levitt Gainsley

 9781529354430 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 336pp

eBook: 9781529354447 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529354454 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: HarperCollins 

Translation Rights: Lorella Belli Literary 
Agency Limited

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in Los Angeles, USA. 
Author is available for:  down the line 
interviews and features from the US.

 Lisa Levitt Gainsley is an expert on lymphatic health and lymphatic massage. She started off 
working with cancer patients at UCLA Medical Center, and is now a very in-demand practitioner with 
a private practice in LA where she continues to treat cancer patients, as well as clients seeking pain 
relief, inflammation reduction, weight loss, and brighter skin.

 The Little Book of Lymph will give you quick, easy and therapeutic lymph-optimisation 
strategies, using the simple healing magic of your own touch. With 25 years as a 
lymph specialist Lisa Levitt Gainsley shows us how lymphatic treatment is the missing 
link to our most common health woes. She shows us how lymphatic drainage can 
provide us with pain relief, inflammation reduction, weight loss, brighter skin and 
generally better health. From three-to-five-minute massage sequences to backed-up 
research into the effectiveness of lymphatic drainage, this book will put you on the path 
to taking control of how you feel and look using this simple, therapeutic technique.

 

© Kristine Lo
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 May 2021  Health & Fitness . Diet & Nutrition . Diseases

How to manage arthritis symptoms 
in a natural holistic way.

 BEAT ARTHRITIS  BEAT ARTHRITIS 
NATURALLYNATURALLY
 Supercharge your health with 100 recipes 
and lifestyle tips from Arthritis Foodie

 Emily Johnson

 9781529347692 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529347708 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529347715 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Kate Keehan

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
local events, festival appearances.

 Emily Johnson launched the Instagram page @arthritisfoodie in September 2018 and has become 
one of the key influencers in this space.

 Emily Johnson, the founder of Arthritis Foodie, has written the ultimate guide to 
living well with arthritis. After a five-year battle with the condition, Emily embarked on 
a journey of healing – with food, exercise and healthy living. Beat Arthritis Naturally 
shares Emily’s top tips and tricks for managing symptoms, along with quick exercise 
sequences and delicious recipes made with unprocessed whole foods. Combining 
Emily’s own challenges with seronegative arthritis and backed-up by expert advice 
from leading therapists and rheumatologists, Beat Arthritis Naturally will give you the 
confidence you need to live a healthier, pain-free life.
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 May 2021  Cooking . Gastroenterology . Diet & Nutrition

 A game-changing exploration of the 
amazing organ that is the human 
gut, which will transform your 
relationship with food.

 FOODOLOGY FOODOLOGY
A Food-Lover's Guide to Digestive  
Health and Happiness

 Saliha Mahmood Ahmed

 9781529319828 • £18.99 
216x153mm Hardback • 320pp

eBook: 9781529323009 • £18.99

Audio download:  
9781529325799 • £18.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Rebecca Mundy

Sample spreads available on request

Author lives in Watford, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features.

 Dr Saliha Mahmood Ahmed is a gastroenterology doctor, winner of MasterChef 2017 and author 
of Khazana, which won the Observer Food Monthly Best Cookbook of the Year 2019. Khazana was 
also shortlisted for the Travel Cookery Book of the Year in the 2019 Edward Stanford Travel Writing 
Awards and was winner of the Summer Harvest Gourmand World Cookbook Awards 2020, in the 
category Celebrity Chef in English. She is based in London, working for the NHS.

 Written by an award-winning food writer who also happens to be a consultant 
gastroenterologist, Foodology offers a unique perspective on the joy of eating. 
Explaining the process of digestion and how the food we eat influences the way we 
feel, Saliha draws on the latest science and her own experiences as both a doctor 
and a cook to bring the subject to life. From childhood memories of devouring Indian 
street food to why munching on a jam doughnut brings gastronomic happiness, 
Saliha also offers simple, delicious and mostly vegetarian recipes to help you explore 
your gut health and find your own gastronomic happiness.

 

© Manjit Riyat
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#YourMentalHealthWorkout N@zoeannaston  

M yourmentalhealthworkout P@yourmentalhealthworkout zoeaston.com 

 May 2021  Self-Help . Mental Health . Wellbeing

 A step-by-step customisable 
workout guide for your mental 
health wellbeing.

 YOUR MENTAL  YOUR MENTAL 
HEALTH WORKOUTHEALTH WORKOUT
 A Five Week Programme to  
a Healthier, Happier Mind

 Zoë Aston

 9781529354065  • £16.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 240pp

eBook: 9781529354058 • £16.99

Audio download:  
9781529354072 • £19.99

Most recent title: YOUR MENTAL 
HEALTH FIRST AID KIT

Exclusive territories:  
BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: The Soho Agency

Translation Rights:  
The Soho Agency

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Author lives in London, UK. Author is 
available for:  interview and features, 
appearances and local events.

 Zoë Aston is a London-based psychotherapist and mental health consultant. With over a decade of 
therapeutic experience she brings therapy out of the therapeutic space to a mass audience to make 
support available to all who want it. She works as a mental health consultant for boutique brands in 
the fitness and wellness sector.

 Your Mental Health Workout is part-guidebook, part-planner, providing you with 
exercises, tools, affirmations and expert guidance so you can start looking after your 
mental health. Zoë Aston, psychotherapist and mental health consultant, has devised 
a ground-breaking five-week programme to help you build mental muscle. Our 
mental health is just like our physical health; we all have psychological weak spots or 
injuries that need to be cared for in the right way so they can heal. By following Zoë’s 
programme you will become stronger, happier and more in control of your emotional 
and mental wellbeing
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 May 2021  Cooking . Baking . Health & Healing

 100 fresh, healthy  
pescatarian recipes.

 GOOD TO EAT GOOD TO EAT
 Feelgood Food to 
Energise  
You For Life

 David Atherton

 9781529352634 • £25.00 
246 x 189mm Hardback • 256pp

ebook: 9781529352641 • £25.00

Exclusive territories: World 

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Sample spreads available on request 

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 David Atherton is best known for winning the tenth series of The Great British Bake Off in 2019, 
showcasing exciting ways to create healthy and delicious bakes. A health professional with extensive 
experience in public health and nutrition, he currently works as a health advisor for an international 
development charity based in London. His fortnightly column for the Guardian is called Fit Food with 
David Atherton.

 Good To Eat indulges our cravings for baked goods, filling foods and sustaining 
meals but with simple healthy tweaks. David has found new, easy ways to make 
our favourite food better for us, whether this is using root veg to minimise sugar or 
trying plant-based alternatives. With 100 exciting new recipes, Good To Eat promises 
everyday supper classics, sweet treats, salads, soups and more that will leave you 
eating well and understanding how to build a balanced dish.

 



117#AGriefCompanion N@Sashbates M SashBates P@SashBates sashabates.co.uk 

June 2021  Family & Relationships . Self-Help . Grief & Loss

 The author’s personal experiences of 
grief and loss are woven together with 
practical advice and prompts to help 
readers journal, manage and learn to 
live with grief.

 A GRIEF COMPANION A GRIEF COMPANION
 Gentle Methods To Help You Move Out  
of the Darkness

 Sasha Bates

 9781529343601 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529343618 • £14.99

Most recent title: LANGUAGES OF LOSS

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights:  
Hodder & Stoughton

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Sample spreads available upon request

Author lives in London, W12, UK. Author 
is available for:  interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Sasha Bates is a qualified psychotherapist specialising in embodied psychotherapy, trauma and self-
regulation. She teaches workshops on self-care for therapists, how yoga can help those with PTSD 
and how to deal with grief to other therapists and grievers. Sasha’s first career was in the TV industry, 
where she spent 18 years writing, directing and producing for the BBC and C4, including for series as 
varied as Omnibus, Grand Designs and How to Look Good Naked. She also writes travel articles for 
the Sunday Telegraph and Queen of Retreats.

 A Grief Companion offers practical help to use alongside the theory of Sasha 
Bates’ debut book, Languages of Loss (Yellow Kite, 2020). Sasha shares her own 
experience of grief after the loss of her husband, Bill, and offers comforting words, 
poetry, practical advice and journaling prompts, rooted in her experience as a 
psychotherapist and yoga teacher. Featuring mind–body work and creative solutions, 
this interactive book is the perfect companion to Languages of Loss, providing 
us with a safe space to better understand and work through the challenges and 
complexities of grief.

 



118 #WelcomeHome N@najwazebian M najwazebian1 P@najwazebian najwazebian.com 

 June 2021  Self-Help . Happiness . Healing

 Lebanese-Canadian activist, 
author, speaker, educator, poet and 
trailblazer for women, Najwa Zebian, 
shares her powerful story and 
practical advice on how to overcome 
suffering and start healing.

 WELCOME HOME WELCOME HOME
 A Universal Guide to Healing

 Najwa Zebian

 9781473699991 • £14.99 
Demy Trade Paperback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529336511 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529336528 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: BCN ex Can, inc EU

US Rights: Random House, USA

Translation Rights: Random House, USA

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Myrto Kalavrezou

Author lives in Ontario, Canada. 
Author is available for:  down the line 
interviews/features and author travels 
to UK from time to time to do events.

 Najwa Zebian is a Lebanese-Canadian activist, author, speaker and educator. Since self-publishing 
her first collection of poetry and prose in 2016, Najwa has become an inspiration to millions of people 
worldwide. She has also creatively collaborated with Google, RBC, Kohl’s and Cirque du Soleil. 
Drawing on her own experiences of displacement, discrimination and abuse, Najwa uses her words to 
encourage others to build a home within themselves; to live, love, and create fearlessly.

 Welcome Home is the answer to the pain we all experience, offering solutions and 
practical advice on how to end our suffering and start healing. Najwa is a third-wave 
healer who will transform the way we understand ourselves. With a strong focus on 
personal development, Najwa explains how home is not a physical place, home is 
where your soul feels like it belongs, where you can be unapologetically yourself, 
home is where you are loved. Every human being deserves to own a home like that 
within themselves, and in Welcome Home you will learn how. 

 

© Farah Benni



119 N@DrAseemMalhotra doctoraseem.com 

 June 2021  Health . Food & Nutrition . Medicine

 A revolutionary life plan for 
tackling heart disease – without 
the use of statins.

 A STATIN-FREE LIFE A STATIN-FREE LIFE
  Dr Aseem Malhotra

 9781529354102 • £9.99 
B format Paperback • 224pp

eBook: 9781529355598 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529357080 • £19.99

Exclusive territories: World

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: Blair Partnership

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Eleni Lawrence

Author lives in London, UK. Author 
is available for: interview, features, 
festival appearances, local events.

 Dr Aseem Malhotra is an NHS-trained consultant cardiologist and professor of evidence-based 
medicine. He is a founding member of Action on Sugar and a member of the board of trustees of UK 
health think-tank The King’s Fund. He is a pioneer of the lifestyle medicine movement in the UK and 
has written two bestselling books, The Pioppi Diet, co-authored with Donal O’Neill, and The 21-Day 
Immunity Plan.

 Statins are among the most widely prescribed drugs in the world. Yet many report 
serious side effects and a US survey revealed that 75 per cent of respondents 
stopped taking them within a year. So what is the evidence for their benefits? Dr 
Aseem Malhotra, author of the bestselling The 21-Day Immunity Plan, examines the 
claims for statins and their role in lowering cholesterol and preventing heart disease. 
He introduces us to his targeted heart-health plan, which, with a diet plan, recipes and 
advice on reducing stress and increasing movement, can help us to live statin-free 
and take control of our own health.

 

© Ellie Smith



120 #ABookForLife N@jojobowlby jobowlby.com 

 June 2021  Body, Mind & Spirit . Psychology . Personal Development

 Combining ancient wisdom and 
spirituality with modern psychology, 
shaman and therapist Jo Bowlby presents 
a roadmap to help you unlock the secret 
to true happiness.

A BOOK FOR LIFEA BOOK FOR LIFE
10 Steps to Inner Happiness

 Jo Bowlby

 9781529340174 • £14.99 
216x153 Hardback • 256pp

eBook: 9781529340181 • £14.99

Audio download:  
9781529340198 • £14.99

Exclusive territories:  
World English Language

US Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Translation Rights: AM Heath

Serial Rights: Hodder & Stoughton

Publicity contact: Emma Knight

Author lives in London, UK.  
Author is available for:  interviews, 
features, festival appearances, local events.

 Jo Bowlby has trained in various traditions over the last 30 years, including North and South 
American Shamanism, Tibetan Buddhism, Bön Shamanism, Zen, the Yoga Sutras, Sanskrit and Qi 
Gong and holds a black belt in Shotokan Karate. She studied psychotherapy and counselling at 
Regent's University in London and is certified in NLP and hypnotherapy. 

 Learn to develop your spiritual intelligence and set yourself on the path to 
true happiness, emotional freedom and a meaningful life. Happiness is not an 
unattainable ideal for those of us living a normal life with everyday worries and 
concerns – we all have the potential to be blissfully happy. But how do we get 
there? Using the 10 step process in the book, which draws on a myriad of ancient 
teachings and traditions, you can understand and practice how to tap into your 
spiritual intelligence. This is often the missing ingredient in our lives that can can hold 
us back from finding purpose and happiness.

 

© Zoobs Ansari
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